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In this 25th edition of the magazine our main focus is on the most important 
processing and packaging innovations to be exhibited at IFFA 2019 - the 
leading international trade fair for the  entire meat sector. IFFA - The No.1 

for the meat industry, which opens its doors in Frankfurt am Main from 
4th to 9th May 2019 has become the driver behind trends across the whole 
sector,and is undoubtedly the most anticipated “meating point” of the year. 
The fair also celebrates its 70th anniversary. The first trade fair for the meat 
industry was held in Frankfurt in post-war Germany in 1949 in conjunction 
with the conferences of the German Butchers’ Association at Frankfurt Fair 
and Exhibition Centre. IFFA has proven to keep its great significance for 
the meat industry over the decades, and is unarguably the most important 
international platform for the entire meat industry.

The fair features more than 1000 exhibitors from from 49 countries. On around 119,000 square metres of 
exhibition space (gross) – eight percent more than IFFA  2016 – manufacturers will showcase innovative 
technologies, trends and future-oriented solutions for all stages of the meat-processing chain, from slaughtering 
and dismembering, via processing and refining, to packaging and sales. Over 60,000 trade visitors from 140 
countries are expected.

Among the top themes of IFFA  2019 are product optimisation, resource efficiency, food safety and digitalisation. 
Businesses in the meat and food industry can save time, resources and costs through optimally coordinated 
production processes. Efficiency of resources are on offer which help to use energy, water and raw materials 
efficiently, or to save them. Food safety has the highest priority in the meat industry aiming the protection of 
the consumer and his justified expectations of quality and shelf life extension.The main aims of digitalisation are 
optimum production flows, efficiency raising, transparency and flexibility. The smart factory of the future will 
handle all processes perfectly, will be resistant to breakdown times and able to react at any time to changes 
in the production process. The best practices presented at the fair offer trade visitors valuable suggestions.

Do not miss this one-of-a-kind opportunity to “Meet the Best” and do business with the market leaders within 
the sector from every corner of the globe.

Our team is excited to meet you at IFFA in Hall Gal.0, booth A 11.

Enjoy your read!

Dear reader, 
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As K+G Wetter continues to develop 
its meat processing machines, each 
new technical detail is of outstanding 
quality. Butchers and specialists from 
trade and industry put their trust in 
the bowl cutters, grinders and mixers 
from Breidenstein in Hesse. Because 
good taste starts with processing. 

K+G Wetter’s high standards of 
processing, high-tech products and 
services have once again been ISO 
9001:2015-certified by TÜV Süd. This 
provides further evidence of the high 
standards of quality management, 
which in turn will secure the company’s 

success on international markets 
in particular. Managing director 
Andreas Wetter explains: “Good 
quality management always goes 
hand in hand with developing your 
potential. This is what we continuously 
work on and it is the reason why 
we are very well positioned for the 
future despite constant changes. The 
certificate also of course increases 
the trust that is placed in us. This is 
especially vital in the case of major 
customers. Because ultimately it is 
evidence of a fundamental quality 
feature.” 

www.kgwetter.de

NEW ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFICATION FOR HIGH-TECH 
MACHINE BUILDER K+G WETTER

 

 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE 

The Certification Body 
of TÜV SÜD Management Service GmbH 

certifies that 

 
Kutter- und Gerätebau Wetter GmbH 

Goldbergstr. 21 
35216 Biedenkopf 

Germany 

has established and applies 
a Quality Management System for 

Development, Production and Distribution 
of Meat Processing Machines. 

An audit was performed, Order No. 70002319. 
Proof has been furnished that the requirements 

according to 

ISO 9001:2015 

are fulfilled. 
The certificate is valid from 2019-03-12 until 2022-03-11. 

Certificate Registration No.: 12 100 9382 TMS. 

 

 

 

  

 
Product Compliance Management 

Munich, 2019-03-04 

 

 

 
 

For its new greenfield primary 
processing plant at Eye in Suffolk 
in the UK, Cranswick Poultry PLC 
has joined forces with Marel Poultry, 
who will install a state-of-the-art 
15,000 bph processing line. The aim 
of this British company is to build 

one of the most advanced poultry 
processing plants in Europe. Marel 
Poultry is the ideal partner in this 
enterprise and will be supplying all 
machinery and technology from 
live bird handling right through to 
labelling.

Cranswick wants to operate the 
most efficient poultry process in the 
UK and Europe, supplying fresh 
poultry to leading UK retailers and 
other customers. Marel Poultry is 
well prepared and fully equipped 
to supply exactly the right solutions 
for this ambitious project, a state-
of-the-art plant running effectively 
at 15,000 bph.

Premium Quality

“We feel honored that Cranswick 
has asked us to supply our most 
advanced technology and equipment. 
We are convinced that together we 
will build a magnificent plant” says 
Arie Tulp, Sales and Marketing 
Director at Marel Poultry. “Cranswick 
management wants to achieve the 
highest levels of throughput with 
the focus on turning out premium 
quality products. With our latest 
developments and cutting edge 

MAJOR BRITISH PROCESSOR AND MAREL POULTRY JOIN 
FORCES 15,000 BPH GREENFIELD FOR CRANSWICK

Contruction of Cranswick’s greenfield poultry processing plant is well underway.
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solutions we can truly make this 
happen. We already have a great 
deal of experience with installing 
15,000 bph plants and have all the 
necessary knowledge and expertise 
in house.

We have made sure that every step 
in the process can comfortably handle 
the high throughput. Cranswick 
will be able to process at optimum 
efficiency levels while at the same 
time keeping full control of the highest 
quality standards. There will be no 
compromises. The configuration chosen 
will most definitely help Cranswick 
become the UK’s prime processor”. 

Latest Technologies

Marel Poultry will help Cranswick 
incorporate the highest standards 
in animal welfare. The very latest 
production techniques will drive 
operational efficiency to new heights. 
The process starts with ATLAS, the 
most advanced and humane live bird 
handling technology in the world. 
Hi-tech applications such as Nuova, 
LineLink, RoboBatcher, SensorX and 
Thigh Fillet System will also be installed. 

Control

Marel Poultry weighing and grading 
systems such as SmartWeigher and 
IRIS will assess each product and, 
working closely together with Marel 
Innova Food Processing Software, will 

gather data, ensuring full traceability. 
With the integrated Innova solution, 
Cranswick plant management will be 
able to control, monitor and report 
on the real-time status of production 
and yield.

www.marel.com/poultry 

Adam Couch, chief executive, 
Cranswick plc

Excellence in ClippingPoly-clip System | Germany

Infos: www.polyclip.com/8942

Frankfurt, 4  –  9 May 2019
Hall 12, stand D 81

Please visit us !

TSCA  160/120Consumer friendly with PVDC-free,  
tear-open film (easy opening)

Minimum packaging costs with  
maximum protection

The new way to enjoy sausages  
and convenience products 

Reliable clip closure even up to  
bacteria-proof – for longer shelf life

Just tear open and enjoy !

TSCA 120_easy opening_178x120_MeatingPointMagazine_8942_IFFA.indd   1 02.04.2019   14:48:43
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From 4 to 9 May 2019 IFFA opens 
its doors in Frankfurt am Main. 
Leading international companies 
present their latest technologies and 
inform about the most important 
trends and developments in the meat 
processing industry. Sustainability in 
the use of resources and the use of 
energy-efficient processes along the 
entire value chain are key challenges, 
which applies to meat industry too.

WAYS TO GREATER 
SUSTAINABILITY IN THE 

MEAT INDUSTRY

Avoid Cold Losses

For food safety in the meat processing 
industry, an uninterrupted and efficient 
cold chain along the entire value chain 
is a top priority. Cooling, freezing and 
freezing are the most important ways 
to protect perishable products such as 
meat and sausages from spoiling.The 
demands placed on modern refrigeration 
systems are rapidly increasing. However, 
cooling is one of the most energetically 
demanding processes. According to 
official estimates, refrigeration plants 
in the meat industry are the largest 
consumers of electricity, accounting for 
about 30 percent of total electricity 
demand. Often, however, refrigeration 
systems are not optimally adapted 
to real needs, which leads to lower 
efficiencies and thus excessive energy 
costs. Overhauling existing existing 
refrigeration systems as part of a 
retrofit and adapting them to current 
needs is a cost-effective and ecologically 
sensible way to increase efficiency. 
For example, by overhauling the 
compressor, optimising the condenser 
or retrofitting a heat recovery.

Use Heat Several Times

In addition to generating cold, the 
provision of heat is an energy and cost 
intensive process in meat processing - 
including cooking, cooking, brewing 
or pasteurizing. Here, the waste heat 
from exhaust air, steam and water 
can be recovered to a large extent via 
heat exchangers, temporarily stored in 

heat accumulators and then used to 
heat wash water or room air. Other 
waste heat sources include compressors, 
compressors and large engines, as well 
as wastewater from cleaning processes 
of machines and plants.

Clean Exhaust Air Efficiently 
and Economically

The replacement of energy-intensive 
processes and technologies with more 
economical processes, machines and 
plants is a fundamental prerequisite for 
achieving the internationally agreed 
climate and environmental goals. A 
starting point in the meat processing 
industry for this purpose is the exhaust 
air purification. However, the still 

widespread thermal (TNV) or catalytic 
(KNV) afterburning of exhaust air 
streams from smoker, roast, frying 
and roasting plants is very energy-
intensive, expensive and polluting. 
Conversion to energy-efficient electrostatic 
precipitators, on the other hand, 
saves up to 80 percent of the energy 
costs compared with a comparable 
TNV. And that while significantly 

reducing carbon dioxide emissions.
UV light systems as well as bio and 
activated carbon filters. Optimally 
coordinated, these different modules make 
it possible to clean exhaust air streams 
in a highly effective, environmentally 
friendly, resource-saving, energy-
efficient and thus cost-saving manner.

The Future of Cleaning

Machines and systems designed 
according to the principles of hygienic 
design (HD) are state of the art today 
and are the prerequisite for cleanliness, 
hygiene and food safety in all processes 
of meat processing. HD provides food, 
dirt and microbial germs with less 
attack surface, saving time, water 

IFFA TO CELEBRATE ITS 70th ANNIVERSARY
The first trade fair for the meat industry was held in Frankfurt in post-war Germany in 1949 
in conjunction with the conferences of the German Butchers’ Association at Frankfurt Fair and 
Exhibition Centre. Over these decades IFFA has proven its great significance to the meat industry.
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and energy as well as detergents 
and disinfectants while cleaning. This 
is especially true in combination with 
procedures such as CIP (Cleaning in 
Place). The latter ensures defined and 
time-optimized cleaning processes, but 
does not exhaust all possible potentials 
in cleaning processes. The cause lies in 
the specified cleaning procedures. A 
completely new approach is provided 
by intelligent cleaning robots. They work 
on a camera-controlled basis and always 
adapt the cleaning process individually to 
the existing levels of contamination. The 
rough guideline values here are about 
50 percent lower volume flow and 20 
percent higher resource efficiency and 
20 percent lower water consumption.

Energy and Resource 
Management

The above aspects are only part 
of what is possible with measures 
to increase energy and resource 
efficiency. Smart sensor technology, 
control and application software as 
well as the networking of machines 
and systems, control monitoring and 
the implementation of the principles of 
Industry 4.0 offer further potential to save 
time, manpower and scarce resources.

LESS IS MORE AND PROTECTS 
THE ENVIRONMENT

The reduction of packaging material 
and the use of recyclable packaging 

have been the focus of consumers, 
manufacturers and the packaging 
industry since the EU Plastics Strategy 
published in January 2018 and the 
German Packaging Act, which came 
into force in January 2019. Lightweight 
packaging with the same or even 
better packaging performance and 
greater stability make a significant 
contribution to greater sustainability 
and resource conservation. Lower 
weight means saving on raw materials, 
energy and transport costs as well as 
optimized handling. For a sustainable 
packaging in addition to the film 
material and its processing is crucial. 
Modern packaging machines allow 
precise setting of film parameters for 

more economical processing. Highly 
efficient film feed systems in turn 
reduce film waste in the form of edge 
strips and punched grids. As a result, 
significantly more packaging can be 
produced from a film web.

Skin Packaging - Sustainable 
and Attractive

Innovative skin packaging with carton 
as a product carrier enables attractive 
product presentations with extended shelf 
life and reduced material consumption. 
Made of thin cardboard, the product 
carrier is provided with a polymeric 
protective layer as a barrier to grease, 
moisture and oxygen, giving the 
carton carrier additional stability. 

When skinning, the skin film lays on 
the product and product carrier like 
a second skin. This fixes the product 
on the carrier and protects it reliably. 
Such skin packaging saves up to 75 
percent of film material. The coating 
of the box is easy to cut off and both 
are easy to recycle.

Protective Gas Packaging 
Extends Shelf Life

The packaging of meat and sausages 
under a modified atmosphere (MAP) 
is becoming increasingly standard. In 
this case, the air in the packaging is 
replaced by a suitable gas mixture for 
the product. The latter can significantly 
slow down the oxidative decomposition 
process or the growth of microbes and 
molds. Shielding gas can also reduce the 
breathability of the products, keeping 
their freshness, taste and appetizing 
appearance much longer. The shelf life 
of sausage will increase from two to 
four days - packed in air - to two to 
five weeks under MAP. In the case of 
packaging under protective gas, gas-
tight barrier films specially adapted 
to the respective product are used.

Smart Packaging

Multifunctional, active and intelligent 
packaging offers the meat industry 
completely new perspectives. They 
monitor and record the environmental 
impact of food after packaging along 
the rest of the value chain. Integrated 
time-temperature indicators provide 
information on the current quality 
status, freshness, any interruptions 
in the cold chain and whether the 
product is still suitable for consumption. 
Active packaging “actively” intervenes 
in the physical-biological-chemical 
process. They regulate the moisture in 
packaging, absorb oxygen or carbon 
dioxide and thus extend the shelf life 
of the products. As a biochemically 
active variant, they fight the spread 
of microbial germs.

www.iffa.com
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At IFFA 2019, Marel Further Processing 
will present exciting new solutions for 
the food processing industry. 

Premium Burger Forming

Come by the Marel booth to see 
the new PremiumFormer in action. 
This new forming solution for fresh 
burgers, will ensure quality, flexibility 
and consistency. The unique forming 
system offers various texture and shape 
possibilities, always preserving the product 
quality after cooking. Thanks to its small 

footprint size, the PremiumFormer will 
fit perfectly into any production facility. 

Convenience Products of the 
Highest Quality

Marel Further Processing presents 
the global launch of its fully new 
convenience line, including wet and 
dry coating equipment. This production 
line can create a wide variety of 
consistently formed and coated added 
value products, such as schnitzels and 
nuggets. The Marel convenience line 

guarantees optimum coverage, highest 
possible pickup and maximum flexibility.

High Speed Sausage Linking

For sausage production, Marel presents 
the new generation Frank-A-Matic 
Sausage Linker. It offers industry-
leading consistency in weight and 
length control for continuous, high-speed 
cellulose and collagen cased sausages.

www.marel.com

MAREL FURTHER PROCESSING LAUNCHES NEW 
SOLUTIONS AT IFFA

Hall 8.0 Booth J90

LIMA are specialists in the manufacturing 
of meat-bone separators, deboners 
and desinewers with a world presence 
through a network of more than 70 
distributors.

At IFFA 2019, LIMA will exhibit the 
following equipment:

• Meat-bone separators for poultry 
for the highest quality of mechanically 
separated meat at high yields with its 
LIMA RM 50 S and LIMA RM 2000 S.

• A NEW LIMA RM 160 DSP 
deboner for pork bones. Its low-
pressure technology allows for the 
very important reduction of calcium 
levels in the mechanically separated 
PORK meat while keeping optimum 
yields. The result is a well-structured 
recovered meat with technological 

performances similar to minced meat. 
This model can process up to 1 000 
kg / hr of pork back and neck bones 
without any pre-grinding.

• A LIMA RM 400 DDM desinewer. 
Thanks to its specially-shaped hopper 
for sticky products and its anti-bridging 
arm, it can be fed in big quantities 
with a column lift with meat trolleys. It 
is dedicated to the production of very 
high quality desinewed beef, pork, 
poultry meat which, depending on 
the legislation, can be labelled as meat 
and not MSM. The main advantages 

of LIMA’s desinewers are: high yields 
from 80 to 96 %, optimized C/P ratios 
and low temperature increase.

The same machine can also be used 
as a deboner to get very high-quality 
meat in terms of texture, color & very 
low calcium levels; less than 1 000 ppm.

The range of 70 LIMA models can 
process from 100 to 20 000 kg/hr 
of raw product.

www.lima-france.com

LIMA: A WORLD OF SEPARATION AT IFFA 2019!

Hall 9.0 Booth C51



Frankfurt, 4 - 9 May 2019
Hall 11.1 Stand B60
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According to a recent study made 
by Innova Markets Insights:

* Consumers are demanding clear 
communication of meat industry 
practices.

* 4 out of 10 consumers significantly 
increas their demands on healthier 
products.

* 7 out of 10 consumers pay attention 
to the ingredients, sell-by-date and 
nutritional information.

Hiperbaric, aware since 1999 of 
the importance of this emerging 
topics, offers a breaking technology 
(High Pressure Processing or HPP) for 
preservation of food and beverages, 
able to inactivate pathogens and 
food-borne microorganisms and, 
also to meet demand of freshness, 
food-safety, shelf-life increase and 
nutritional and sensorial quality of 
food, without chemical additives and 
thermal treatment.

High pressure processing (HPP) is a 
non-thermal technology that applies 
high isostatic pressure (up to 6000 bar) 
to different products: fruits, vegetables, 
meat products, dairy products, fish, 
seafood, ready-to-eat foods, sauces 
and dips, baby food or even pet food. 
With a magnitude of 6 times the 
pressure found in the deepest point 
of the Mariana’s Trench, it is applied 
instantaneously and homogeneously to 
the product achieving in few minutes 
100% of consumer requirements.

The restrictions regarding the size 
or shape of the packaging of the 
HPP product are minimal. While it 
is important to maximize the filling 
ratio and to ensure a resistant sealing 
of the packaging, before, during and 
after the HPP treatment, considering 
plastic materials the best option due 
to their flexibility.

www.hiperbaric.com

HIGH PRESSURE PROCESSING (HPP). THE BEST 
ALTERNATIVE TO SATISFY CONSUMERS AND INDUSTRY

The PORTIO B has been designed to 
portion pork loins with bone to fixed 
weight or thickness. The loins are 
scanned over 360°. A gripper with 
individual fingers holds the loins in 
place during cutting, in combination 
with an active holder from the top 

and a passive holder from the side. 
The specially designed knife has 2 
sections: the sharp knife section to 
keep the quality of the meat and a 
serrated section to cut the bone easily.

The PORTIO 1DAP is designed for 
poultry products. The 2 lanes run 
independently. The cutting angle can 
easily be changed over 5 positions. The 
cutting rate can go up to 33  cuts/sec/
lane, giving this machine the highest 
possible throughput on the smallest 
possible footprint. The touchscreen 
offers intuitive and fast programming, 
even for the most advanced conditional 
cutting programs. 

The PORTIO 3/300 combines the 
proven scanning with 3 cameras 
with a 300 mm wide modular belt 
for larger pieces of meat. The split 
infeed belt allows continuous loading 
of heavy products without influencing 
the scanning and cutting.

MATRIX is a complete IT platform to 
optimize processing performances and 
profits. This includes a cockpit view on 
real-time parameters: yield, throughput, 
give-away, stock movement, profitability 
and user programmable KPIs.

www.marelec.com 

MARELEC PRESENTS 3 INNOVATIONS

PORTIO B

Hall 9.1 Booth C10

Hall 9.0 Booth F39
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GEA will present their process expertise, 
technology leadership and customer-
centric services for the meat industry 
under the motto ‘Excellence at Every 
Stage’. The technology leader will be 
exhibiting at BOOTH D06 IN HALL 
8 and focus on four main application 
areas that link back to this year’s 
theme, specifically: tempura-coated 
and homestyle coated products, the 
art of bacon makingand sausage. Key 
processing and packaging exhibits 
will be linked to the  four application 
areas, demonstrating the benefits of 
automation; optimal process control; as 
well as the efficient use of resources, 
energy and labor in meat manufacturing. 
Excellence at every stage is more 
than just a theme; it is a promise 
found at the core of GEA’s food 
processing and packaging business, 
which encompasses our technology, 
service and our people, who strive to 
deliver maximum performance at each 
stage of the journey from ingredients 
to a delicious food product.

Technology in Focus

Key innovations from the equipment side 
include the new GEA MULTIJECTOR 
2MM, the new multi-purpose brine 
injector with flexible needles; the 

new thermoforming packaging 
machine POWERPAK PLUS, the 
first inline smoking application 
SUPERHEATSMOKE on GEA 
COOKSTAR and the CUTMASTER 
DUO, a powerful raw sausage cutter 
with two independent drives, each with 
variable speed control. Additionally, 
attendees will get to see the new 
decanter series, GEA ECOFORCE 
for processing high quality animal 
by-products and GEA’s inline freezer 
control system CALLIFREEZE®.

Uniform Injection 
Thanks to Unique 2Mm 

Optiflex Needles

The new brine injection system in the 
GEA MultiJector 2mm is specifically 
dedicated to precise bacon and 
poultry processing, for 700 mm 
wide lines. The system features two 
millimeter OptiFlex needles, to date 
only available from GEA, which deliver 
a tight injection pattern, allowing for 
exceptional injection accuracy, product 
quality and consistency. The new 
equipment is seamlessly integrated 
within the GEA SuperChill brine 
chiller and the GEA MultiShaker, 
which removes excess brine, closes 
needle marks and activates proteins, 

ultimately resulting in low standard 
deviation during production and thus 
increasing quality, yield and profit.

Where There’s Smoke, There’s 
Flavor! – Gea Cookstar with

Superheatsmoke

For more than 25 years, the GEA 
CookStar has been the leading 
oven in  the food industry. The 
third generation GEA CookStar 
has evolved, offering a three-phase 
cooking concept and is able to cook 
any product in virtually any style. By 
combining double spiral oven technology 
with the SuperHeatSmoke concept, 
allows food processors with in-line 
production to produce and brand their 
products with a CleanSmoke label. 
SuperHeatSmoke is the innovative 
and award-winning solution for the 
in-line smoking of meat, seafood and 
meal components and is generated  
using a Red Arrow purified smoke 
condensate. The smoking process is 
conducted at temperatures above 100 
degrees Celsius. The oven provides 
a controlled environment for a more 
consistent smoke flavor and authentic 
coloring, like a traditionally smoked 
product. The technology further enables 
taste and color variation by using 
smoke condensate with various colors 

GEA INTRODUCES BENEFITS OF CUTTING-EDGE 
TECHNOLOGY AND IN-DEPTH PROCESS EXPERTISE 

TO MEAT MANUFACTURERS

Photo GEA

 At IFFA, GEA will show meat product 
manufacturers the advantages of 

automation, optimum process control and 
the efficient use of resources, energy and 
workers at the individual process steps

New GEA MultiJector brine injection 
system with 2mm OptiFlex needles

Photo GEA
The GEA CookStar with 

SuperHeatSmoke is an award-winning 
in-line solution  for smoking meat, seafood 

and meal components.

Photo GEA
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and flavor intensities and by adding 
smoke to one or both oven sections.

Gea Powerpak Plus Promises 
Less Film Consumption and 
Superior Packaging Quality 

The thermoformer in the GEA 
PowerPak product family opens up 
new possibilities in the packaging 
process thanks to a wealth of technical 
innovations. New features contribute to 
making the customer’s work simpler, 
which means greater efficiency with 
improved packaging quality; reduced 
film consumption; simple handling, as 
well as safe process sequences and 
greater availability. This includes the 
sophisticated motor driven unwinding 
system for both top and bottom film 
which synchronizes the advance speed 
and significantly reduces the forces on 
the films. Additionally, the axial position 
of the top and bottom film is constantly 
monitored. It significantly compensates 
the deviations in film reel and material 
quality – it will make the operation 
and production better managed and 
faster, avoids manual and mechanical 

adjustments and ultimately result in 
better production quality. In addition, 
the new machine features new sliding 
safety doors which allow full visibility 
during production on the sealing 
chambers which allow monitoring 
and timely reaction during production.

Processing High Quality Meat 
and By-Products with Decanter 

Series Gea Ecoforce

Animal by-products from meat 
processing, such as skin, bones, blood 
and flare fat, are valuable raw materials. 
They can be processed into lard, tallow, 
collagen or gelatin. In addition to the 
processing itself, producers within the 
food production chain must meet 
high hygienic standards in terms of 
raw material quality and handling. 
The newly developed decanter GEA 
ecoforce provides the highest sanitary 
standards available on the market. This 
is achieved via special adaptations 
required for food processing, inclusing 
the use of FDA-approved components, 
modification of the surface roughness 
from Ra 4.0 μm to Ra 0.8 μm, and via 
the design of corners and surfaces to 
ensure optimal cleaning, as well as a 
defined arrangement of spray nozzles.

Callifreeze® – A Unique Inline 
Freezer Control System

The freezer contro l  system 
CALLIFREEZE® continuously measures 

the level of product frozenness at 
freezer outfeed and adjusts freezing 
time, air temperature and fan speed to 
achieve the exact freezing quality with 
minimum energy consumption. The new 
system reduces power consumption by 
10 percent and therefore improves the 
plant efficiency. The control unit can be 
configured for GEA S-Tec and A-Tec 
spiral freezers, handling a wide range 
of food products including meat and 
fish as well as ready-to-serve meals.

 Cloud-Based Open Service

Under the umbrella GEA Advance, 
GEA is developing a digital collaboration 
channel for its service business in 
partnership with MachIQ, the 2016 
winner of the start-up program 
MassChallenge Switzerland, which 
GEA is sponsoring. This solution is 
a supplier-independent, cloud-based 
platform for digital services, including 
remote maintenance, spare parts 
internet trading and data analysis 
for technologies maintained by GEA. 
The portal can also be integrated with 
most ERP systems, enabling seamless 
digitization from the customer to supplier. 

 Simplifying Service with Easy 
to Use Service Kits

GEA has developed special service 
kits to maintain the performance 
of its thermoformers and form fill 
and seal machines throughout the 
life cycle. Customers can use this to 
plan their maintenance according to 
operating hours and/or time intervals 
and order all the parts relevant for 
doing the respective maintenance with 
one-part number per kit. With this 
offer, GEA continues to strengthen its 
proactive service offer, which adapts 
easily to the conditions of production.

www.gea.com

Photo GEA

With the new packaging machine GEA 
PowerPak PLUS, delivers improved process 
reliability, packaging quality and machine 

running times.

The newly developed GEA hygienic 
decanter series GEA ecoforce provides the 

highest hygienic standards

The PowerPak PLUS thermoformer 
significantly reduces film consumption.

Photo GEA

Photo GEA
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On an area of more than 1.400 square 
meters VEMAG presents the latest 
innovations and production solutions 

for the trade and industry focussing on 
automation and process optimization. 
The modular design of the lines provides 
maximum flexibility and customized 
solutions. A high weight precision of 
the end products and ultimate reliability 
of the machines guarantee first-class 
production conditions and ensure 
advantages for customer’s daily use.

Maintaining low personnel resources 
and high hygienic requirements as well 
as keeping up with high production 

speed and portioning precision build 
up the main obstacles in the meat 
industry. VEMAG has developed the 
automation of production lines even 
further which enables unconditional 
process optimization and improved 
hygiene standards: product processing 
with higher speed and more precise 
weights by means of fully automatic 
production solutions – customized 
for each and every production 
area. VEMAG, the continuously 
growing company, has established its 

VEMAG PRESENTS TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS 
AND PROCESS OPTIMIZATIONS

Today’s consumers think nothing of 
eating meat or sausage one day and 
plant-based alternatives the next. Meat 
producers are adding vegetarian 
and vegan products to their product 
lines, but regardless of whether they 
are meat or meatless, foods can be 
successful only if they have the taste and 
texture consumers want. That’s where 
Hydrosol helps. This provider of all-in 
solutions for meat and sausage products 
and vegetable-based alternatives is 
presenting its expanded product range 
for industrial and artisan producers at 
this year’s IFFA. Solutions range from 
stabilisation and texturing, to seasoning 
and freshness preservation, to sausage 

casings and breading, with the focus 
on plant-based trend products and 
“free from” solutions.

Current consumer trends show that 
plant-based alternatives remain a topic 
of great interest, in part because they 
have clear advantages over meat in 
terms of sustainability and animal 
welfare. Accordingly, Hydrosol is 
continuing to expand its range of plant-
based vegan products. One example 
is the HydroTOP VEGAN SF series. 
This allergen- and soy-free system 
based on potato and pea protein helps 
manufacturers make a wide range of 
products, from cold cuts and salami to 
bacon. The system also makes it easy 
to produce plant-based snack foods. 
This lets food manufacturers meet the 
rising demand for healthy, good-tasting 
snacks and position themselves in a 
further growth segment. 

“The Plant Kingdom” is one of the 
top trends of 2019 according to 
Innova Market Insights, and is also 
influencing conventional meat products. 

Ground meat and sausage specialities 
enriched with grains and superfoods 
like legumes or seeds have a healthy 
image, and appeal to new target 
groups. Hydrosol has developed the 
HydroTOP High Gel range for these 
meat and vegetable hybrid products 
as well as for all-vegetable burgers. It 
lets marketers emphasise ecological and 
ethical benefits, along with economic 
advantages. The High Gel range can 
also be used to make fish alternatives. 

Another plus point is that the High 
Gel range simplifies the manufacture 
of reduced-fat products, addressing 
another strong trend that has high 
social relevance given the drastic 
worldwide increase in obesity. Along 
with fat reduction, salt reduction is also 
becoming more and more of an issue. 
Hydrosol has developed functional 
systems that enable the manufacture 
of sodium-reduced sausage and red 
and white meat products. 

www.hydrosol.de

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS FOR MEAT, SAUSAGE 
AND PLANT-BASED ALTERNATIVES 

Hall 12.1 Booth B81

Hydrosol all Vegan Burger

Vemag LPG218

VEMAG’s multiple solutions to line flexibility 
such as the length portioning device LPG218 
or the link loader LL335 make it the perfect 

partner in the meat industry
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Sæplast has extended its range of 
rugged and hygienic reusable plastic 
containers for the food processing 
industry with the introduction of a 
further size.

The new Sæplast 300PE is a square 
800x800mm container with a height 
of 770mm giving it a net volume of 
268 litres.  This can be increased to 
298 litres with the removal of the 
handle openings.  For ease of access 

and transportation, the container 
features fork lift entry on all four sides.

Like all Sæplast containers, the 300PE 
offers important hygiene, safety and 
convenience benefits to ensure the 
highest food processing standards.   
The one piece, seamless triple-wall 
design and closed cell core provides 
excellent durability, meaning Sæplast 
PE containers last on average between 
five to seven times longer than single 
wall bins.

The solid inner core prevents absorption 
of liquid and the tubs do not have 
easily broken joints or hard-to-clean 
crevasses, preventing the harbouring of 
harmful bacterial growth and making 

them easy to clean, maintain and 
repair.  The avoidance of splintering, 
metal tearing or corrugated boxes 
collapsing delivers safe and easy 
handling for users.

The Sæplast 300PE is available in a 
variety of colours.  Company logos 
can be incorporated for individual 
branding, and tracking options 
include barcode, QR code and RFID 
technology.

www.saeplast.com

CONTAINER ENHANCES 
FOOD PROCESSING STANDARDS

   

REX Technologie GmbH & Co. KG
+43(0)6235-6116-0

sales@rex-technologie.com
www.rex-technologie.com

V A C U U M  F I L L E R &
P O R T I O N I N G  S Y S T E M S
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outstanding reputation in individual 
consulting, technological support, 
know-how transfer, training options 
and thus always meets the customers’ 
needs. Huge product range for meat 
processing

The trade visitors of the VEMAG 
booth get an unforgettable impression 
of the VEMAG production solutions. 
Numerous machines and attachments 
demonstrate in exciting live performances 
innovative solutions for filling, forming, 
portioning, linking, as well as grinding, 
separating and loading. The focus 
is set on both meat- and sausage 
processing as well as convenience 
and pet food. Another highlight is the 

alginates line used as a vegan alternative 
to traditional casings.

VEMAG’s multiple solutions to line flexibility 
such as the length portioning device 

LPG218 or the link loader LL335 make it 
the perfect partner in the meat industry.

www.vemag.de

Hall 9.1 Booth E31

Vemag LL335
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At IFFA 2019, Danish Technological 
Institute is launching 10 development 
goals that aim to help the meat industry 
to radically increase competitiveness. 
One of the goals is to achieve a 
maximum lead time of 17 hours before 
the meat leaves the slaughterhouse. 

”The meat industry’s raison d’être 
is challenged by consumers all over 

the world. Competition is fiercer than 
ever, and consumer demands in 
terms of e.g. working environment, 
animal welfare and traceability are 
in-creasing every day. By launching the 
10 development goals, we aim to help 
the industry to develop and implement 
the right solutions to overcome these 
challenges,” says Benny Sandersen, 
Business Development Director, Danish 
Technological Institute

The goals are launched at IFFA 2019 
and they all aim at either cutting 
costs, increasing quality or minimizing 
the environmental impact from the 
production processes of pork. 

Maximum Lead Time of 
17 Hours 

One of the goals is a maximum lead 
time of 17 hours which is a significant 
reduction from today’s up to 30 hours 
lead time before the meat leaves the 
slaughterhouse. 

“To reach this goal, it is necessary to 
convert the cooling and production 
processes and cut the intermediate 
storage. The result is meat of higher 
quality, longer shelf life and increased 
traceability so the slaughterhouses and 
pork processors can sell their products 
at a higher price. Furthermore, it is 
possible to cut the production costs 
and thereby improve the competitive 
advantage,” says Benny Sandersen. 

Demand for Smaller 
Productions Series

It will be possible for the industry to 
meet consumer demands for specialized 
products e.g. from organic farming or 
with a high level of animal welfare.

“In the future, the industry has to 
be able to produce smaller amounts 
of different kinds of pork meat and 
this is very difficult today with the 
current production setup. By working 
towards the 10 development goals, 

DANISH TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE LAUNCHES 10 
DEVELOPMENT GOALS HELPING THE MEAT INDUSTRY 

INCREASE COMPETITIVENESS

At IFFA 2019, Danish Technological 
Institute is launching 10 development goals 
that aim to increase competitiveness and 
help slaughterhouses and pork processors 

to meet consumer demands.

Regulations regarding traceability can 
be challenging for production 

and quality assurance departments. 
Fulfillment often requires high additional 
workload, often partially compensated 
by use of expensive software tools. 
With introduction of the “Automatic 
data export” feature, MESUTRONIC 
Gerätebau GmbH offers now a 
cost-efficient and highly usable tool 
to ensure compliant documentation 
of all relevant events. In the spirit 
of digitalization output formats and 
content can be configured directly via 
the metal detector display. The reports 
are then automatically transferred 

via ethernet at adjustable times to 
one of the customer’s network drives. 
This of course then also allows easy 
redundant data storage. Reports in 
PDF can now be easily kept on the 
server for safe storage. CSV files on 
the other hand can be used for further 
data processing.

www.mesutronic.de

MESUTRONIC OFFERS COST - EFFICIENT AND HIGHLY 
USABLE TOOL

Hall 11.0 Booth D23
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For many years printers of artificial 
food casings have identified the 
potential benefits of being able 
to access ‘short run’ production 
capability, including instant image 
change with virtually no material 
waste or down-time.

Through a unique cooperation between 
Resino Trykfarver and KPG Europe 
and combining the experience and 
skills of both companies, we are 
launching a digital system for printing 
casings in full colour, plus white. 

Resino has finalized a development 
programme, adapting their well 
proven flexographic UV curing ink 
technology for printing artificial 
casings, into an inkjet applicable 
variant, RESUCAT® 220 series.

Needless to say, casings printed 
with this inkjet variant can be 
treated in the conventional way 
in terms of shirring, filling and 
autoclave processing. Naturally, the 
RESUCAT®220 ink series is also 
low migration and low odour and 
has no need for primer or overprint 
varnish.

Designing the new digital system, KPG 
has been able to maximise the vast 
experience gained by supplying dual-
pass flexo casing presses worldwide 
for many years.  With pdf handling, 

instant data changes, choice of print 
resolution and production speeds 
(600 X 600dpi and up to 100m/
min depending on design); ‘short 
runs’ are now a reality for casing 
printers.  Optional features include 
fully automatic production and a CID 
(chilled central impression drum) 
version will also be available.

Development and extensive trials by 
the two companies over the past two 
years have culminated in this new 
technology being launched in the 
spring.  At the forthcoming IFFA 
2019 exhibition, using the specially 
formulated inks, the complete system 
printing polyamide casings will be 
demonstrated throughout the show.

www.kpgeurope.com

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CREATES NEW OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR CASING PRINTERS

the slaughterhouses can gear their 
business for the future demands 
and at the same time, secure their 
position in the market by staying 
competitive,” says Benny Sandersen.   

Quality Assured by the 
Industry 

Danish Technological Institute has 
developed the 10 goals in cooperation 
with the Danish pork industry, which 
is one of the largest exporters in the 
world and is widely acknowledged 
for high production quality. 

“The Danish pork industry is facing the 
same challenges as slaughterhouses 
and pork processors in Brazil, the USA 
or any other market and therefore, 
the goals are relevant to the industry 
globally. Today, we do not have all 
the solutions to meet every goal but 
by keeping them as lighthouses in 

I F F A  2 0 1 9
H A L L  8 ,  

B O O T H  D 9 6

Discover our outstanding new  
vacuum industrial bowl cutters.

H Y G I E N I C  S E C U R E

www.kgwetter.de

Hall 12.1 Booth D18
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the innovation process, we will find new 
solutions to benefit the industry and 
the consumers,” says Benny Sandersen. 

www.dti.dk
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Modern packaging solutions 
combined with sustainability and 
environment and climate protection.

The Schur Flexibles Group, specialist 
for flexible packaging solutions, has 
presented a pioneering sustainability 
strategy along the principle guidelines 
of “rethink”. The implementation of 
the strategy is guided by the newly 
developed 5R program, which is 
based on the five pillars Responsibility, 
Recycling, Replace, Reduction and 
Renewal. At IFFA 2019 the group, 
which is specialised on sustainable 
packaging, will be showcasing its 
range of innovative packaging 
options, which are either recyclable, 
made of renewable raw materials 
or extremely reduced regarding use 
of resources and will be available to 
advise on developing tailor-made 
solutions.

Sustainable Solutions Already 
Part of the Portfolio

Numerous products from the Schur 
Flexibles range already contribute to 
sustainable resource management and 
particularly support the presentation 
and protection as well as the reliable 
extension of the shelf life of meat and 
poultry products.

Many Schur Flexibles products 
are made of mono materials or of 
materials from the same group of 
plastics and are therefore recyclable. 
An example for that is the group 
of polyolefins, which includes the 
plastics polyethylene (PE) and 
polypropylene (PP). This also enables 
the recyclability (country-specific) 
of product combinations from the 
Schur Flexibles portfolio such as 
SkinFreshTop combined with C-base 
bottom films (PP), FlexiFlow(re) or 
TopGuard(re) for PP trays and cups. 

A special packaging solution is the 
reclosable FlexiClose(re) packaging 
concept. Used in conjunction with 
Schur Flexibles C-base PP bottom film, 
FlexiClose(re) provides a completely 
recyclable, high barrier, reclosure 
solution. What makes FlexiClose(re) 
so innovative is the polyolefin-based 
lidding film which, when used in 
combination with 

C-base, forms a recyclable system. In 
recognition of its highly innovative qualities, 
FlexiClose(re) was recently awarded 
the German Packaging Award for 
Sustainability as well as the Gold Award.

The development of extremely thin 
films is another important path on the 
way to more sustainability. They offer 
material savings of between 20 and 
25 per cent and reduce the amount 
of resources required for storage and 
transportation, thus leading to a more 
efficient use of resources all along the 
value chain. The Schur Flexibles range 
of innovative and high performing 
products for meat and poultry products 
includes the VACUshrink FM40 
film and BarrierTop X 35 which are 

amongst the thinnest in the market. In 
addition, Schur Flexibles has developed 
the flexible and extremely transparent 
thermoforming VACUflex film.

Schur Flexibles has also increased the 
use of renewable raw materials such 
as paper and fibre materials. This 
includes DanaFibre bottom films for 
thermoforming applications that utilise 
paper or fibre instead of polymers. PE 
from renewable resources (bioethanol) 
and sugar-based films are further 
examples of this.

High Performing Solutions for 
Sensitive Food Products

Solutions by Schur Flexibles are always 
about boosting performance, especially 
for the highly sensitive products in the 
meat industry. Plastic as a material 
for vacuum or MAP packaging is still 
indispensable within current technological 
standards. Therefore, Schur Flexibles 
offers products that reduce the use 
of raw materials, utilise renewable 
materials and improve recyclability, 
without sacrificing product protection, 
hygiene or handling. Whether it is 

SCHUR FLEXIBLES GROUP COMBINES SUSTAINABILITY WITH 
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE AND SAFE FOOD IDEAS

Winner of 
German Packaging 
Gold Award and 
Sustainability Award 2018

Photo: 
Schur Flexibles Group
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packaging optimised for recycling, 
with reduced material consumption 
or based on materials from renewable 
resources, Schur Flexibles packaging 
provides reliable sealing, excellent 
peelability, reclosability, antifog, high 
levels of transparency and tear resistance.

Schur Flexibles packaging provides 
reliable sealing, excellent peelability, 
reclosability, antifog, high levels of 
transparency and tear resistance. 
Furthermore, a large number of print 
options – gravure, flexo, offset and digital 
print – are available. In order to be 
admitted to the Schur Flexibles range 
of packaging, all sustainable products 
must also guarantee these qualities. 

This shows that sophisticated packaging 
solutions and maximum product 
safety and convenience can be 
combined with greater sustainability. 
The innovative materials pioneered 
by Schur Flexibles are ideal for the 
packaging of sensitive products such 
as meat and poultry, processed meat 
and others. 

Gaining Point-of-Sale 
Advantages with Sustainable 

Packaging

Utilising the modern, flexible and 
resource-saving packaging solutions 
offered by Schur Flexibles not only 
protects the environment but also 

ensures a competitive advantage at 
the point of sale. Sustainability is a 
criterion that increasingly influences 
consumers when they decide whether 
to buy a product or not. Therefore, 
the ability to advertise products by 
highlighting the sustainability of their 
packaging leads to significant market 
advantages.

www.schurflexibles.com

The 
“rethink” 
label stands 
for sustainable 
solutions at 
Schur 
Flexibles.

Micvac will present it’s system for 
the production of innovative and 
sustainable fresh, chilled ready meals.

As a pioneering food tech company, 
Micvac contributes to a more sustainable 
society through their innovative system 
for healthy and environmentally conscious 
meals. Their chilled ready meal system 
utilises in-pack cooking and pasteurisation 
in one continuous process. Key to this 
process are the Micvac microwave 
tunnel and the Micvac’s patented 
packaging components: the Micvac 
valve, tray and specially designed film. 

Micvac received the SACCNY-Deloitte 
Green Award* in November 2018 

for their energy efficient production 
system. In the fresh chilled convenience 
meal segment it enables shelf life of 
up to around sixty days (if necessary) 
without preservatives. This extended 
shelf life reduces spoilage in stores 
and at home. 

A study with KIN Food Institute, 
Neumuenster, Germany, compared 
the conventional autoclave convenience 
meal production process with the Micvac 
microwave system. The results made 
clear, that the Micvac process is much 
more sustainable. Also, the vitamin 
content of the Micvac fresh chilled 
ready meal after cooking was almost 
twice as high as the conventionally 
produced meal.
 

Worldwide Successful

In close partnership with its customers, 
the company is successful not only in 
Sweden, Norway and Finland but also 
in Brazil, Russia, Japan, South Africa 
and Australia. The latest addition to 
the market are the ready-to-serve 

fresh meals made with the Micvac 
system, which have been launched in 
Russia on a large scale, where they 
revolutionise the convenience food 
market with the new concept.

Tasty Meals for Modern 
Demands

With this modern approach and by 
offering fresh and healthy meals, 
that are full of flavour Micvac fulfils 
the wishes and tastes of the modern 
consumer in these fast-moving times. 
Delicious ready meals for today´s 
needs: The ready meals are heated 
in the microwave without being 
removed from the sealed packaging. 
When heated, the patented valve 
incorporated into the packaging film 
opens to release steam. A whistle 
tells the consumer that the ready 
meal is ready for consumption at an 
ideal serving temperature - “Fresh 
thinking, served.”

www.micvac.com

MICVAC’S PROMISETASTIER, FRESHER, LONGER SHELF LIFE 
AND MORE SUSTAINABLE

Hall 11.0 Booth E20
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Meat as well as faux meat or meat 
substitute products offer great sales 
and growth potential. It is essential 
that the offering is adapted to the new 
consumption habits. Handtmann offers 
an extensive range of technology for 
the different trend product categories: 
snacks and convenience food for the 
meat consumer, or meat substitute 
and vegetarian/vegan products for 
flexitarians and vegetarians. Snack 
products, such as dry sausage bites 
in alginate casing, can already be 
produced starting at calibre 8 mm. 
Another Handtmann highlight at the 
IFFA: hybrid sausages with nutritionally 
optimised protein availability, catering 
to the high protein trend.

Handtmann’s ConPro technology is a 
production process with a great scope 
for design for trend products with 
meat or for meat substitute products, 
because it offers meat-containing or 

meat-free, sausage-shaped products 
with an edible, vegan casing made 
of alginate. The conventional ConPro 
system is used to produce cut sausages. 
After alginate crosslinking in the fixing 
bath, the co-extruded sausage strand 
is cut into individual portions by a 
separating device. The ends of the 
products either can be cut straight or 
be shaped during the cutting process, 
thus creating rounded ends. In both 
cases, the ends of the products are 
open, i.e. not completely enclosed by 
the alginate casing. Depending on the 
viscosity of the filling product, further 
processing can either be horizontal 
or hanging. The ConProLink system, 
patented by Handtmann, is used to 
produce linked products. The co-extruded 
sausage strand is linked into individual 
portions during alginate crosslinking. The 
sausage string produced in this way 
can then be cut at defined link points. 
A wide variety of product versions 

can thus be produced, from individual 
products processed in horizontal position, 
through to endless strings of hung 
products. At the IFFA, Handtmann 
will be presenting an innovation in the 
area of ConPro technology.  

Handtmann forming systems allow 
the production of formed, skinless 
products – whether meat of meat 
substitute – and of vegetarian or vegan 
products. Production is multi-lane onto 
downstream belts to water/oil bath 
or laminating systems. The filling 
product is fed to the flow divider by 
the vacuum filler. The servo-driven 
flow divider ensures precise rotor 
speed in the flow divider. The result 
is a continuous product flow without 
pressure fluctuations, and thus highly 
accurate final weights. The flow divider 
ejects the filling product in multi-lane 
filling flows via mould components. 
The vacuum filler’s control system 
allows easy visualisation of the product 
shape and calculation of the process 
parameters. The shape can be changed 
quickly by exchanging a few mould 
components. Diverse product shapes 
are possible, and product examples 
include twisters, meat on a stick, faux 
meat burgers and balls, sticks, bars 
and much much.

www.handtmann-iffa.com

HANDTMANN TECHNOLOGY FOR TREND PRODUCTS

Loma Systems(R) will be highlighting its 
wide range of ‘Designed to Survive’(R) 
inline product inspection equipment for 
global meat processors, manufacturers 
and packers at IFFA 2019. The company 

will be showcasing its latest IQ4 Metal 
Detectors, X5 X-ray Inspection Systems 
and CW3 Checkweigher and Combination 
models. This includes the newly launched 
X5 Pipeline X-ray machine for the 

inspection of pumped products such as 
processed meat and poultry at any stage 
prior to final processing and packaging. 
Also, the X5 Spacesaver X-ray offers 
excellent detection performance and a 

LOMA SYSTEMS TO HIGHLIGHT RANGE OF INLINE 
PRODUCT INSPECTION SYSTEMS FOR MEAT PROCESSORS, 

MANUFACTURERS AND PACKERS

Hall 12.0 Booth A80

Trend products. Handtmann main topic for the IFFA 2019
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smaller footprint than machines with 
a similar specification. From the metal 
detector range, Loma will feature the 
IQ4 Pipeline Metal Detector for highly 
sensitive inspection of diced, ground 
and chopped meat, as well as slurries 
and pastes.

Capable of detecting calcified bone, 
glass, dense plastic, rubber, stone as 
well as metals, Loma’s X5 X-RAY 
INSPECTION SYSTEMS are ideal 
for raw and processed meat products, 
checking foods in either a pumped 
format or those packed in foil trays 
or metallised packaging.

Constructed from stainless steel, Loma’s 
X5 range offers hygienic design for 
easy cleaning and low maintenance 
and serviceability in meat processing 
plants. The machines feature intuitive 
washdown compatible touch screens 
and those with conveyors have quick 
release belts that can be completely 
removed without tools. The belt tension 
can also be eased for cleaning, whilst 
sloping surfaces prevent food particles 
and water droplets accumulating in 
crevices for reduced drying time.

Loma’s X5 PIPELINE X-RAY 
INSPECTION SYSTEM can be 
used with 2.5” or 3” pipe lines and 
is available with either piston type 
or arc type reject valves for different 
meat applications. The X5 Pipeline is 

primarily used for detection and removal 
of metal fragments picked up in the 
primary process or the identification of 
bone prior to filling or forming.

By removing foreign bodies early in 
the process, Loma’s X5 Pipeline further 
reduces product waste and eliminates 
downtime as a result of contaminants 
damaging expensive production 
equipment further down the line.

Pumped meat and poultry products 
can be messy but the easy to clean 
and IP69K rated X5 Pipeline is ideal 
for harsh, high pressure wash-down 
environments. Offering a compact 
footprint, the X5 Pipeline requires a 
400mm pipe length, without reject or 
S-bends, and can be easily integrated 
with a wide range of vacuum filling 
machines from manufacturers such as 
Handtmann, Vemag or Risco.

Loma’s X5 SPACESAVER X-RAY 
INSPECTION machine measures just 
one metre in length and incorporates 
Loma’s Adaptive Array Technology 
(AAT) which helps balance detection 
performance against line speed. It 
tailors resolution, depth and scaling for 
optimum performance and eliminates 
the need to specify the diode array pixel 

size. Available in belt widths ranging 
from 300mm to 500mm, the X5 
Spacesaver is capable of operating at 
line speeds up to 75 metres per minute.

Loma’s robust IQ4 PIPELINE METAL 
DETECTOR is designed for both 
Sterile in Place (SIP) and easy strip 
down cleaning. It can be fitted into 
existing pipeline systems and is easily 
integrated with the latest vacuum 
fillers and clipping and linking systems. 
Compared to previous generation 
systems, the IQ4 Pipeline has been 
developed by Loma to offer improved 
detection sensitivity, beyond IP69K 
washdown rating, large 7” touch screen 
and variable frequency.

The IQ4 Pipeline is available mounted 
on mobile stand with a gas strut for 
height adjustment and available with 
several pipe diameters. It also offers 
a wide range of efficient reject valves 
to suit all types of meat industry 
applications. A newly expanded 
Auto Learn functionality allows the 
IQ4 Pipeline to be calibrated during 
production and significantly
reduces set up time. 

www.loma.com

Hall 12.0 Booth A51
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Ufm 300-1 – A Single - Row 
Dumpling Shaper for Perfect 

Forming

The uncomplicated and automated way 
to shape dumplings. The form cutter 
mounted directly to the conveyor belt 
guarantees exact portioning and the 
form roller beneath creates the ideal 
shape. The rounded dumplings are 
then placed onto the conveyor belt. 
The form rollers are available in various 
diameters for a range of dumpling 
sizes. Beautifully round dumplings can 
be created from meat, potato, bread 
and various other food products. An 
attachment for producing cevapcici 
is also available.

Optional UV sterilisation for the FB 
300 conveyor belt guarantees the 
highest possible level of bacterial 
eradication thus enhancing hygiene 
standards, giving machine suitability 
in high risk environments. 

Ufm 300-2 / 300-3 / 300-4 – 
The Industrial Dumpling 

Forming Solution

These provide an uncomplicated and 
automated way to shape dumplings. 
The filling flow divider separates the 
portions into several rows. The form 
cutter mounted directly to the conveyor 
belt guarantees exact portioning and 

the form rollers beneath create the 
ideal shape. The rounded dumplings 
are then placed onto the conveyor 
belt. The form rollers are available 
in various diameters for all sizes of 
dumpling. Beautifully round dumplings 
can be created from meat, potato, 
bread and various other food products.

Optional UV sterilisation for the FB 
300 conveyor belt guarantees the 
highest possible level of bacterial 
eradication thus enhancing hygiene 
standards, giving machine suitability 
in high risk environments.

UFM 300-5 – The Perfect 
“Home - Made” Burger

The new UFM 300-5 hamburger shaper 
is the optimal machine-based solution 
for producing hamburgers using the 
low-pressure process. The pneumatic 
form cutter directly linked to the REX 
filling machine cuts the portions, which 
are placed on the conveyor belt. The 
portions are then pressed into perfect 
“home-made” burgers via the form 
belt with optimal dimensional stability. 
The water spraying unit prevents 
the product sticking to the blade or 
conveyor belts. An optional imprint 
roller can be mounted to the end 
of the conveyor belt to structure the 
burger surface. An attachment for 
producing cevapcici is also available.

Optional UV sterilisation for the FB 
300 conveyor belt guarantees the 
highest possible level of bacterial 
eradication thus enhancing hygiene 
standards, giving machine suitability 
in high risk environments. 

Ufm 300-6 – The Universal 
Shaping Wizard

The UFM 300-6 is the universal 
solution for hamburger and dumpling 

production in combination with the 
REX filling machine. The modular 
structure enables a wide variety of 
products to be processed and shaped 
in a simple and economical way. 

The new hamburger shaper is the 
optimal machine-based solution for 
producing hamburgers using the 
low-pressure process. The pneumatic 
form cutter cuts the portions. The 
portions are then pressed into perfect 
“home-made” burgers via the form 
belt with optimal dimensional stability. 
The water spraying unit prevents 
the product sticking to the blade or 
conveyor belts. An optional imprint 
roller can be mounted to the end 
of the conveyor belt to structure the 
burger surface.

By converting the form cutter for 
dumpling production, the form roller is 
able to shape single rows of beautifully 
round dumplings. The form rollers are 
available in various diameters for a 
range of dumpling sizes. Beautifully 
round dumplings can be created from 
meat, potato, bread and various other 
food products. An attachment for 
producing cevapcici is also available.

VACUUM FILLER & PORTIONING SYSTEMS FROM 
REX TECHNOLOGIE
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Optional UV sterilisation for the FB 
300 conveyor belt guarantees the 
highest possible level of bacterial 
eradication thus enhancing hygiene 
standards, giving machine suitability 
in high risk environments. 

Vacuum Filler Series 400 - 
All - Rounder for All Sizes of 

Business

Vacuum filler series 400 are as suitable 
for the smaller or medium-sized 
meat-processing operations as it is for 
larger, highly specialised companies. Its 

smooth surface, hygienically designed, 
space-saving machine housing, is 
self-supporting and made entirely of 
stainless steel. The machine’s modern 
design allows us to fulfil the highest 
standards of hygiene, reducing the 
daily cleaning effort.

The reinforced model of the large rotary 
vane conveyor system guarantees 
highest portioning accuracy for a 
maximum service life. No crushing 
or smearing: It ensures all kind 
of emulsions transported gently, 
especially with larger pieces of 
meat or raw sausage applications. 
The rotary vane conveyor system is 
available with eight, 12 or 14 vanes, 
alternatively also with blind vanes. 
A simple pressure levelling piston 
ensures highest portioning accuracy.

Thanks to the newly developed lifting 
device, the hopper of the RVF 400 - 

available in different sizes - can be 
filled simply and without any mess.
• 100 litre folding hopper
• 160 litre folding hopper
• 250 litre folding hopper
• 350 litre folding hopper

The impressive standard 12” touchscreen 
control makes the machine easy to 
operate, thanks to its large-sized control 
elements. Both the RVF 436 and the 
RVF 436 S are designed to be suitable 
for all applications, e.g. for operating 
clipping machines, REX hanging lines 
and attachments.

The tried-and-tested “REX Servo 
drive” rounds off the innovative control 
concept. The optional case holding 
device makes it easy to twist artificial 
and natural casings.

www.rex-technologie.com

Hall 8.0 Booth D80
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VF Verpackungen GmbH is a subsidiary 
of the company Niederwieser SpA. 
With its sites in Sulzberg, Bolzano 
and Modena, the Niederwieser Group 
has successfully established itself in 
the packaging industry worldwide 
producing, printing and finishing 
flexible multilayer and composite films 
for vacuum and MAP packaging.

The product portfo l io of  VF 
Verpackungen GmbH is known 

under the brand name AMILEN 
(PA / PE and PA / EVOH / PE). 
The films are produced by means 
of an 11-layer co-extrusion process. 
The high-performance raw materials 
used, combined with the 11-layer 
technology, guarantee the highest level 
of flexibility and special high quality 
product properties, such as puncture 
resistance, barrier protection, sealability, 
heat resistance and material savings 
through reduction of thickness.

VF Verpackungen GmbH presents the 
new product development NEXT FLEX. 
With the Mono PolyOlefins multilayer 
films (MPO) made of PE and PP, the 
company expands its existing product 
portfolio, contributes to sustainability 
and fulfills the requirements of the 
regulations in terms of packaging.

NEXT FLEX is also based on 
11-layer co-extrusion technology and 
focuses primarily on sustainability, 
recycling and recyclability. The 
NEXT FLEX generation of films has 
been developed to make it suitable 
for trend-setting and value-adding 
material cycles. Thanks to a special 
chemical recycling process, these 
films can be dissociated into their 
original or preliminary products and 
subsequently be used as raw material 
for new food packaging.

www.vf-verpackungen.de
www.nextflex.de  

MPO – FILM SOLUTIONS BASED ON MONO POLYOLEFINS

Precise, hygienic, quick: The new 
MULTIPOND protein weigher is setting 
standards in the meat processing industry. 
In collaboration with MCA, optimum 
teamwork between robot, patented 
feed conveyor and multihead weigher 
will be presented the IFFA.

A robot feeds the patented MCA Process 
claw conveyor with meat. The special 
feature of the mandrels integrated into 
the claw conveyor allows pieces of meat 
to be picked up without causing major 
damage to the surface structure. As a 
result, the product is conveyed to the 

weigher pre-separated and under control, 
which in turn creates the basis for a 
uniform product feed to the weigher. 

Weighing meat mechanically definitely 
presents great challenges. Animal products 
are very sensitive, they remain adhered 
to many surfaces and have to meet the 
most stringent hygiene requirements. 
In refining the MP-16-3800-1250-J 
multihead weigher, MULTIPOND has 
created the optimum solution for the 
meat industry: The benefits of the proven 
J-Generation system, where hygiene 
and leak-tightness of the machine are 
the main concerns, are combined with 
a multitude of optimizations especially 
for the meat sector. 

Intelligent Reactions from 
the Weigher 

In order to improve the product flow to 
the distribution cone and feed trays even 
further, the weigher is equipped with 

two special 3D cameras. These cameras 
tell the software how the products 
are arranged on the distribution cone 
and feed trays. Using this information, 
the multihead weigher automatically 
implements measures to ensure uniform 
product distribution and to resolve 
any problems, such as pieces of meat 
that have become stuck. Fragmented 
product distributions on the distribution 
cone and feed trays are diagnosed and 
resolved accordingly.

The weigher is designed for an output of 
up to 100 weighings per minute, depending 
on application, product and target weight, 
with the highest degree of accuracy.

Optimized Hygiene Standards 
Combined With the Highest IP 

Protection Class

The protein weigher satisfies the most 
demanding hygiene requirements 
worldwide. The weigher is completely 

MULTIPOND AND MCA PROCESS – AN INGENIOUS 
PARTNERSHIP WHEN IT COMES TO WEIGHING MEAT

Hall 11.1 Booth A19
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There have never been so many critical 
consumers regarding the consumption of 
sausage and meat products as there are 
today! FRUTAROM Savory Solutions, 
with its pioneering spirit and expertise, is 
constantly creating new innovations to ensure that sausage and meat specialties 

can be eaten with maximum pleasure 
and zero concerns. The professional 
company will present some of these 
innovations for the first time at IFFA 
in Frankfurt.

Interested visitors will be introduced to 
cuttering agents BIO Tex Pure, alongside 
starter culture BITEC® Starter Mild & 
Fast, meat processing additive Meatstab 

A10, a compound for vegan cold cuts, 
and Deco Quick® Pleasure Crust – an 
innovation from the world of decorative 
seasoning. The company will also be 
letting visitors into the secrets of easily 
creating protein-rich meaty snacks, 
and effortlessly whipping up barbecue 
specialities with the perfect marinade.

www.frutaromsavory.com

FRUTAROM SAVORY SOLUTIONS AT IFFA 2019
TASTE THE WORLD

Hall 12.0 Booth C40

RECYCLE NOW!

FlexiClosere

Sustainability concerns us all – visit us at
IFFA 2019 to f ind out more about our new 
ecological packaging solutions.

With over 1,750 employees at 23 production 
sites in Europe and sales offices near you:
www.schurflexibles.com

IFFA 2019 Hall 11.1, Stand B71
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designed in accordance with USDA and 
EHEDG directives, creating the basis 
for simple, fast and reliable cleaning. 
Protection class IP69 is the ideal basis 
for the use of high-pressure cleaners. 
MULTIPOND is the only manufacturer 
of multihead weighers anywhere in 
the world that achieves this protection 
class without generating overpressure 
in the machine. Compressed air is not 
required.

Equipped for the Growing 
Meat Market

With all its benefits, the new protein 
weigher is predestined for use in the 
meat processing industry. There is, without 
doubt, a demand: The meat market 
continues to grow, especially in South 
America. According to a report in the 
trade journal, in Brazil alone the export 
volume of beef has quadrupled in the 

last six years to reach four billion US $. 
At the same time, consumer demands 
for the hygienic processing of foodstuffs 
are growing. Thanks to its innovative 
product range, MULTIPOND enjoys an 
excellent market position – with quality 
high-performance technology “Engineered 
and Manufactured in Germany”. 

www.multipond.com

Hall 11.0 Booth D36
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Consistent high quality, reliable 
ejection of defective product, and 
less waste of valuable food - this is 
what TOMRA Food stands for. The 
company, part of the TOMRA group 
headquartered in Norway, strengthens 
its commitment to global sustainability 
through innovative analytics and 
cutting-edge sorting systems. At IFFA, 
TOMRA the leading manufacturer 
of sensor-based systems will not 
only showcase its Process Analytics 
Portfolio for the meat and poultry 
industry but will also demonstrate 
optical sorting solutions for petfood, 
a first in the industry. 

“One of our aims is to help our 
customers reduce food waste and 
improve yields,” says Bruno Gabriel, 
Sales Manager at TOMRA Food. 
“Today, between 35% and 50% 
of all the food produced is wasted, 
and that’s something TOMRA Food 
intends to change. Our revolutionary 
technologies bring more food to the 
table, thereby enhancing sustainability 
and profitability.”

Operations and applications experts 
from TOMRA will be on hand at 
IFFA to show and explain to both 
poultry and red meat processors the 
benefits of the company’s technology. 

Tomra Fatscan – In-Line Fat 
Analysis for Smaller and 

Medium Volume Processors

The profitable TOMRA FatScan 
performs a sensor-based analysis of 
the fat content of meat such as beef 
and pork, whether frozen or fresh. 
The system reliably and continuously 
monitors products of various shapes 
and sizes - both trimmings, diced or 
minced meat. Thanks to the interactance 
spectroscopy developed by TOMRA, 
fat content is determined with high 

accuracy for the entire product flow 
passing through the system and can 
be adjusted in real-time. This helps 
avoid production stops. 

The easy-to-use system features an 
intuitive user interface as well as 
providing measurement data and 
reports at the touch of a button. 
It offers complete traceability and 
documentation of all processes. The 
compact TOMRA FatScan helps 
users standardise and classify meat, 
optimises the purchasing process, and 
ensures an exceptionally efficient use 
of raw materials - enabling users to 
reach higher margins. The result is 
end products of consistently high 
quality.

TOMRA QV-P – Advanced 
Poultry Meat Detection

The filtering out of chicken breast 
fillet with firm connective tissue 

poses a great challenge for quality 
control in the poultry industry. The 
TOMRA QV-P, a unique patented 
detection system for poultry meat, 
chicken butterflies and fillets, can 
reliably detect meat with the muscle 
myopathy known as “wooden breast”. 
The system thoroughly scans the 
product flow at processing rates of 
up to 240 fillets per minute and 
classifies each fillet in real time. The 
user-friendly system can be easily 
integrated into existing lines or is 
available as a stand-alone version. 
The recorded measurement data can 
be retrieved in the form of a report 
at any time, thus ensuring complete 
documentation and traceability of all 
processes.

Software Innovations

To offer customers a tool that monitors 
the entire production process, TOMRA 
has recently collaborated with the 
French software provider, Versa. 
Versa develops software solutions 
for a broad range of industries, such 
as space, automotive and food.  The 
collaboration between Versa and 
TOMRA has resulted in innovative 
software that integrates meat processing 
lines into in-company networks and 
enables the exchange of production 
data with a database. 

The software offers customers extensive 
monitoring and control options that 
provide even greater security and 
that can be adapted to perfectly 
meet individual requirements: it 
offers application possibilities that are 
as varied and diverse as TOMRA’s 
customers.  It can, for example, be 
used to sort meat cuts into boxes or 
pallets according to fat content.

www.tomra.com/meat 

TOMRA FOOD SHOWCASE HIGH-TECH OPTICAL SORTING 
SYSTEMS FOR MEAT, POULTRY AND PETFOOD

Hall 9.1 Booth D30TOMRA FatScan
Sensor-based in-line fat analysis system 

Picture: TOMRA Food
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The smoking experts from FESSMANN 
are coming to IFFA 2019 with a broad 
chest. The professionals from the southern 
German town of Winnenden will be 
presenting numerous innovations at the 
industry’s most important exhibition and 
once again proving their technological 
leadership in the field of thermal food 
treatment. The company’s presentation 
area in the new Hall 12 will feature 
a broad portfolio of systems for both 
the trade and industry.

With the TURBOMAT T1900 and 
T3000, FESSMANN will be presenting 
the latest generations of its “all-rounders” 
for the trade for the first time at 
IFFA. The universal systems are the 
company’s flagship and are regarded 
as the gold standard in the industry.

“By using state-of-the-art software for 
air stream simulation, we were able 
to significantly increase the drying 
performance of the machines,” explains 
Uli Fessmann, managing director of 
the company. “This enables us to 
achieve faster drying times with even 
better uniformity of the end products”. 
Both machines with different smoke 
generators of the RATIO family will 
be on display at the trade fair.

In addition to the ongoing optimization 
of its own portfolio, FESSMANN also 
concentrates on general developments 
in the industry: “Due to stricter and 
stricter limits, the topic of exhaust air 
cleaning is more urgent than ever 
for many of our customers,” says 
Fessmann. “It is our aim to support our 
customers with our broad experience 
in this field and to present you with 
various solutions for efficient exhaust 
gas purification at IFFA”. With its 
afterburners, the company has the 
only independent, electrically heated 
device in its portfolio for the thermal 
afterburning of exhaust gases, which 
can even be retrofitted to existing 
plants without any problems.

In addition to the world-famous ECO.
LiNE series, the new CLIMA.LiNE will 
also be presented at this year’s IFFA 
for the first time as an maturing and 
drying system from FESSMANN. 
The CLIMA.LiNE is available both 
as a system for maturing and for 
the pure drying of products and is 
aimed specifically at customers from 
the trade sector. Equipped with the 
new control generation FOOD.CON 
2, which will also be presented at this 

year’s IFFA, the CLIMA.LiNE meets 
all the requirements of modern butcher 
shops. In addition to the particularly 
energy-saving bypass concept, the 
system is distinguished above all by 
its efficient automatic cleaning concept.

With the second generation of 
the F.LOADER and the TF4000, 
FESSMANN also presents two real 
highlights for industrial food production! 
The F.LOADER has been equipped 
with a completely new unloading 
concept, which reduces the system’s 
space requirement in the unloading 
area by 80%. This makes the fully 
automatic loading and unloading unit 
for continuous production lines even 
more efficient in the future.

www.fessmann.com

FESSMANN IMPRESSES WITH INNOVATIVE STRENGTH

Hall 12.0 Booth D51
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Frontmatec offers  complete concepts 
and turnkey solutions for the international 
food industry and is especially well 
known for its high quality systems 
for the entire value chain of the meat 
industry – from carcass grading, 
slaughter lines, cutting and deboning 
lines, hygiene systems and control 
systems to logistics and packaging, all 
unique solutions, that create considerable 
value for customers. 

Visitors to the Frontmatec booth will be 
presented with the latest equipment and 
solutions from the Frontmatec group. 
On display will be novelty equipment, 
including a range of robots for both 
dressing line and cutting & deboning, 
new carcass grading technologies and 
new deboning and trimming concepts. 
ITEC hygiene solutions and packaging 
will also be on display as will a range 
of CASH captive bolt stunning tools 
from Frontmatec Accles & Shelvoke 
- the world’s most popular cartridge 
stunner manaufacturer which includes 
the world’s first cartidge multi stunner.

The Frontmatec booth at IFFA 2019 will 
focus on bridging equipment solutions, 
data acquisition and utilization by 
applying different automation concepts 
and technologies. Several solutions will 
be on display to showcase a variety 
of innovative solutions and forsighted 
concepts for production processes in 
the meat industry under the headline 
Automation and Integration. 
A highlight in this context is the 

Frontmatec GOSystems software – a 
manufacturing execution system for 
managing production key performance 
indicators, such as yield, throughput, 
quality and labor efficiencies. The 
GOSystems platform for traceability 
ensures constant, direct access to 
valuable information that can reduce 
losses on expired products and optimize 
the product age level. It also provides 
direct real production time data which 
is crucial for modern meat processors 
to optimize ordering, packaging and 
palletizing processes. 

Besides GOSystems, it is also possible to 
experience the Frontmatec S2 SCADA 
software – a great tool for increasing 
uptime and throughput through 
fast problem solving, localization of 
breakdowns and faults and preventive 
maintenance. 

Individual Carcass Data

Obtaining data, besides carcass weight, 
is crucial in a modern slaughterhouse 
as it provides valuable information of 
the raw material that is to be processed. 
Not only do the data allow for an 
optimal utilization of each carcass, 
it can also  be used in the inbound 
supply chain, e.g in optimizing genetics, 
feeding composition etc.  

At IFFA several grading solutions will 
be displayed, including the Frontmatec 
AutoFom IIITM – the most accurate 
and fastest fully automatic pig carcass 

grading system in the world. It is the 
only system which provides robust and 
accurate information about yield of 
primal cuts. AutoFom IIITM enables 
monitoring of cut-floor performance 
and production planning decisions on 
the basis of verifiable data rather than 
on assumptions. Finally, the equipment 
provides valuable feedback for genetic 
development.

For cattle Frontmatec will reveal 
the new Beef Classification Center – 
BCC-3TM – the next generation of 
objective online grading system and 
yield prediction of beef carcasses. The 
BCC-3 makes a complete 3D image 
of the cattle carcass and based on 
advanced multi-view stereo imaging it 
grades in conformation and fat cover 
classes Using sophisticated algorithms, 
the Frontmatec BCC3 image analysis 
enables yield predictors of primals and 
detailed information about commercial 
cuts. Information that allows the 
slaughterhouse to process each carcass 
for an optimal yield.

Let The Robots Do the Work

The unrivaled broad program of 
robots covering dressing line, over 
cutting and deboning to packaging 
helps reduce labour, increase quality 
and yield. At IFFA, our experts from 
AIRA and Frontmatec will offer advice 
on robotic solutions and where best to 
automate in the process line. Several 
robot solutions will be demostrated, 

FRONTMATEC TO FOCUS ON AUTOMATION 
AND INTEGRATION

Frontmatec Controls
Frontmatec Accles & Shelvoke 

CASH® Multi Stunner Frontmatec Instruments BCC3 AIRA Robots
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including the unique AIRA Dual Splitting 
Saw which is widely recognised as 
the most accurate high capcity pig 
splitting saw in the world. A major 
new launch from AIRA will be the 
introduction of robots into the cattle 
dressing lines. On the stand, a full scale 
working Cattle Splitting Saw prototype 
will be displayed.

For the cutfloor the Frontmatec 
Robotic Chine Bone Saw is on display 
in a complety new configuration with 
automatic transport of the cut off chine 
bone and automatic seperation of loin 
and belly using a new developed band 
saw. Besides labour saving, the possibility 
to create recipes with parameters 
suitable for different customer wishes 
or changes in raw material provides 
considerable efficiency and yield gains. 

One of the key goals withinin the meat 
industry is improved ergonomics and 
Frontmatec contiounously develop 
automatic solutions to reach this 
goal! The latest state of the art 
solution is a high speed Pork Single 
Rib Puller with automatic pulling of 
single ribs with robots, removing one 
of the most straining working tasks 
within the pork deboning industry. 
Using X-ray technology to detect 
the ribs’ position on each individual 
belly, the information is sent to a 
PLC. This automatic solution offers 
better ergonomics and working 
environment as well as labour savings 
and a high consistent capacity. 

Flexible Hanging Deboning

New modular built hanging deboning 
concept for efficient and ergonomic 
deboning of pork leg or pork shoulder. 
As one size does not fit all,  we offer 
individual solutions for each unique 
customer. The hanging deboning line 
is designed with grippers, that can 
rotate the product between the working 
stations, for optimal ergonomics for 
each operator. Several automatic 
and semi-automatic functions can 
be integrated as well as in-line tray 
conveyors, offering a fast and reliable 
intra logistic solution. 

Complete controlled management of 
trimmings from pork, beef or lamb 
is possible with the Frontmatec Trim 
Sorting Line. By optimizing yield 
management, you can increase 
the value of your trim output by 
building dedicated portions into pre-
determined batches. The line is highly 
automated and offers full control of 
fat percentage even for the smallest 
of batches.

The unique Frontmatec loin 2D 
trimming machine was recently re-
designed and technically updated. 
The machine individually measures 
each loin, classifies it, and each 
trimming is done individually, by 8 
individually shaped cutting knives 
and pressure wheels for different 
product types, which improves the 
yield and reduced labour costs.

The popular ITEC Star Clean lane 
walk through hygiene station for 
sole and hand hygiene - presents 
itself at the Frontmatec booth as a 
new generation featuring two special 
innovations: Continuous sole side 
cleaning and the UV-disinfection 
module for brushes!

At the Frontmatec booth visitors will get 
to know a new innovative continuous 
flow system for disinfecting surfaces 
and learn more about maximizing 
hygiene in their work process with 
the new ITEC UV-C Tunnel. Using 
highly effective UV-C radiation, up 
to 99.99% of micro-organisms are 
eliminated making it an ideal solution 
in a wide range of application such 
as packaging material disinfection, 
disinfection of packaged foods, raw 
sausage disinfection, disinfection lock, 
shipping crate disinfection, product 
disinfection and raw material disinfection.

Also on display is the ITEC Cleaning 
and Sterilizing machine which ensures 
hygienic cleaning of knives and 
sharpening steels in large-scale operations 
in the meat industry. The device is 
also suitable for related equipment 
like cleaning cutting inserts, aprons or 
chain gloves. Together with transport 
trolleys, knife holders and storage 
holders it is part of ITEC`s flexible 
tailor-made cleaning concepts.

www.frontmatec.com

Chine Bone Saw Robot Single Rib Puller Robot Trim Sorting Line ITEC Cleaning and Sterilizing machine 

Hall 9.0 Booth E16
Hall 9.0 Booth E04
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Ishida’s capabilities in the design and 
installation of complete processing 
and packing solutions for meat and 
poultry will be amply demonstrated at 
IFFA 2019.  The company’s stand will 
showcase three fully integrated lines 
encompassing weighing, marination, 
grading, traysealing, quality inspection, 
labelling and pick-and-place packing, 
alongside some of its latest developments 
in x-ray inspection and multihead 
weighing technologies.

A major highlight will be a weighing, 
marination, sealing and packing line 
for fresh poultry. This features Ishida’s 
award-winning Orbicote marination 
system that delivers marinated products 
more efficiently and consistently than 
ever before. 

Within this line each portion of chicken 
is accurately weighed using advanced 
multihead weighing technology. Each 
accurately weighed portion is then 
channelled into an individual mini-
drum within the Orbicote system 
where it is tumbled with a set dose of 
marinade. This ensures that product is 
thoroughly coated before the contents 
are cleanly dispatched into a tray. 
As the weighing process takes place 
before the product is marinated, the 
waste traditionally associated with this 
process is avoided. The marinated fresh 
chicken is then placed into trays and 
sealed in an Ishida QX-775 Flex tray 
sealer, a compact machine that offers 
speeds of up to 15 cycles per minute. 

Another highlight is a robot grading, 
traysealing and inspection line that 

utilises Ishida’s advanced IX-G2 
dual energy x-ray inspection system 
for the detection of small bones and 
bone fragments in meat and poultry. 
Inspected fillets are packed into trays 
using Ishida’s unique RobotGrader, 
which combines innovative cutting 
with pick and place technologies to 
grade products of varying piece weight 
and place them into a fixed weight 
pack or into crates for bulk packing. 

Packs are sealed using Ishida’s top-of-
the-range QX-1100-SDL (Split Dual 
Lane) tray sealer. The SDL model 
operates two lanes independently, 
enabling food companies to run two 
separate sealing technologies (such 
as the MAP and skinpack formats 
being shown on the Ishida stand), 

tray sizes, pack weights, or products, 
at the same time, at different speeds 
and in only one machine footprint.  

All packs are subsequently inspected 
for leaks in Ishida’s award-winning 
AirScan system, where advanced laser 
technology is able to identify leaks of 
CO2 from holes as small as 0.25mm 
in sealed MAP packs at speeds of up 
to 180 ppm. Good MAP packs are 
then labelled by Ishida’s Weigh Price 
Labeller while skinpack trays pass 
through a C-wrap labeller.

The third line features Ishida’s Flexgrader 
linked to a high speed infeed.  The 
Flexgrader utilises advanced weighing 
technology to provide fast operation 
and excellent accuracy in the grading of 
meat products to a variety of different 

requirements. These can be to specified 
weights, minimum weight or number per 
pack. The system can also deliver target 
batching with tolerances and priorities.  

Also on display will be Ishida’s newly-
launched x-ray inspection system for 
larger size products and pack formats.  
The IX-EN-5592 can detect a wide 
range of foreign bodies in large and 
heavy products, both packed and 
unpacked, such as transit cases and 
large packs of meat.  

The machine’s high-capacity inspection 
chamber – 550mm wide and 270mm 
in height - is perfectly suited to EURO 
standard 600mm x 400mm cases and 
crates and is able to handle products 
with weights up to 25kg.

From its extensive portfolio of multihead 
weighing solutions for meat and 
poultry, Ishida will also demonstrate 
one of its new open frame models 
that allows fast and easy access for 
cleaning and inspection, particularly 
in the timing hopper area.  The 
design of this waterproof weigher 
means there is no conventional base 
unit to restrict access to the lower 
contact parts, which also allows 
it to be positioned lower in the 
separating floor of a factory.  The 
frame itself can be integrated into a 
concrete floor and sealed, preventing 
excessive washdown water to drain 
onto equipment installed below the 
weigher.  

www.ishidaeurope.com

COMPLETE LINE SOLUTIONS FROM ISHIDA

Hall 11.0 Booth C11
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Laska machines are renowned 
worldwide for their high quality, 
with their operation providing the 
fullest customer satisfaction. At the 
Laska factory in Austria, however, 
complete satisfaction is something 
that is rarely achieved. From the 
company’s inception, a relentless 
quest for perfection is what has 
been driving the development of its 
machines. At the IFFA trade fair, this 
market leader will be presenting its 
innovative new products.

Laska Sets the Bar High When 
it Comes to Hygienic Design

As well as improving performance 
and longevity, Laska has recently 
been dedicated to the idea of hygienic 
design – down to the finest detail. 
The grinders have been completely 
redesigned with the aim of creating 
machines for the food processing 
industry that are easy to clean in 
a single process. Laska’s engineers 
even decided to custom-develop a 
new screw because no existing screw 
met the highest standards. With 

such efforts, Laska is once again 
demonstrating that it delivers on its 
company promise: Food Processing 
in Perfection.

50% More Output Autopilot 
Increases Grinder Efficiency 

Increase output while decreasing 
cleaning time and costs – this is the 

motto of the WWB 200 
Plus and WWB 300 Plus 
angle grinders which will be 
presented at IFFA 2019. Their 
hygienic machine design has 
been developed in a way 
that enables them to be 
completely cleaned in just a 
few simple steps. Of particular 
note is the way in which the 
workspace is cleaned: the 
cleaning lance is introduced 
at the intake port and hot 
water is flushed into the 
interior. The waste water is 
conveyed away effortlessly via 
the 150 mm ground clearance. 

In the WWB 200 Plus and WWB 
300 Plus, the feeder and working 
screws work in a network and use 
autopilot to optimise hourly output. 

The intelligent control concept 
increases output by up 
to 50% on average. The 
grinders are also now even 
easier to control using a new, 
standardised control panel. 

Automated Production 
Boiled Sausage Line is 
Trade Fair Highlight

The improved grinders impress 
both as a standalone solution 
or as part of a production line 
for boiled sausage to increase 
output even further while 
ensuring consistently high 
product quality. Particularly in 
the food industry, consumers 
are getting more and more 

demanding, regulatory requirements 
are getting more and more stringent, 
and the pressure for lower cost and 
higher quality is getting more and more 
intense. Production lines from Laska 
combine rugged high-performance 
machines with innovative control 
technology. Sophisticated technology 
operating in the background allows 
operators to enjoy the simple and 
central control system via LMS 
Cockpit. What’s more, the hygienic 
design dramatically reduces the time 
and expense involved in cleaning. 

www.laska.at

LASKA BRINGS PERFECTION TO IFFA 2019: 
New Benchmarks in Hygienic Design 

Higher Output on Grinders and Production Lines

Hygienic design down to the finest detail: the 
captive screw with seal developed by Laska is not 

available anywhere on the market in this form.

Driving machine development forwards: 
Managing Director Dipl.-Ing. Maximilian Laska 

and Dipl.-Ing. Dr. Gerhard Prechtl, Head of 
Development & Design

Hall 8.0 Booth A40
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NOCK will show novelties and 
further developments, but also proven 
products from its wide range of 
cutting machines, derinding machines, 
membrane skinners, skinning machines 
and scale ice makers.   

Cutting Technology

The NOCK CB 435/4E HORIZONTAL-
VERTICAL-CUTTER HVC offers two 
cutting options: a circular blade cutting 
unit for vertical cuts plus an pre-positoned 
cutting module for a single horizontal 
cut. With the new, optionally available 
separation conveyor, the upper slice 
can be discharged separately, while 
the lower slice continues through the 
machine and - if desired – can be cut 
into strips by the circular blade cutting 
unit. The high product protection makes 
this compact machine particularly 
interesting for cutting strips or thin 
slices from chicken breast fillets.

For very small blade distances and/or 
very delicate (e.g. cooked) products, 
NOCK has developed the new multi 
blade cutting machine NOCK MBC 
430 with vertical cutting direction. Its 
long-stroke, low-frequency oscillating 
blade frame ensures a very gentle cut 
as well as silent and low-vibration 
operation of the machine. Feeding 
takes place fully automatically via 
conveyor belts and a push-through 
system, so that this cutting machine 
is also suitable as an in-line model.

In the product range NOCK circular 
blade cutting machines type Cortex 

CB SLICER there are innovations in 
the cutting geometry which extend the 
range of application for this economical 
cutting principle, especially when cutting 
thin slices from high pieces of meat.

In addition to the Doner cutting machine 
NOCK Cortex CB 503 KEBAB with 
an improved Integrated NOCK Product 
Return System®, NOCK will also 
show the new model NOCK Cortex 
CB 509 KEBAB AUTORETURN®, 
where the refeeding of the remaining 
piece of meat takes place automatically.

Derinding 

The derinding machine NOCK Cortex 
CB 619 for industrial use has a further 
developed geometry of the pressure 
system and the tooth roller, with dynamic 
adaptation to different product heights.  
This allows excellent derinding results 
to be achieved with all flat and high 
sections, such as shoulders, without the 
need of complicated „first cut“ settings.
 
On the compact conveyorized machine 
NOCK Cortex CB 496, visitors can 
get to know the special features and 
advantages of the NOCK machines. 
Inside the housing they are equipped 
with the typical NOCK POWER 
PLATES®, to which all NOCK 
skinners and cutting machines owe their 
special robustness, service-friendliness 
and durability.

The open top derinding machines NOCK 
Cortex C 860 with changeable tables and 
the double blade derinder NOCK Cortex 
C 560 DBD for derinding and defatting 
in one operation complete the range of 
NOCK derinding machines on display.

Skinning and NOCK ICO 
Safety System

The NOCK IMMEDIATE CUT-
OUT® (ICO) safety system ensures 
maximum safety when working 

with open top machines. This will be 
demonstrated at the NOCK booth with 
the membrane skinning machine NOCK 
Vliesex V5744 TURBO with a split 
transport roller (optional; 1/3 for tendon 
removing, 2/3 for membrane skinning). 

Poultry Skinning

The poultry skinning machine NOCK 
Cortex CBP 695 POULTRY skins 
whole chicken legs, drumsticks and 
thighs as well as (with alternative 
pressure roller) chicken breast.

Fish Skinning

Brand new: The NOCK Skinex SBW 
496 WHITE FISH. Due to the innovative, 
flexible NOCK MULTI-DISC® upper 
pressure belt, this machine skins white 
fish such as cod, pollack, redfish, haddock, 
wolffish, halibut, pike-perch and other 
white fish species in a particularly 
gentle, reliable and highly productive 
way. It allows two types of skinning: 
Skinning with a blunt blade (silver 
skinning) or skinning with a sharp 
blade (infinitely variable from thin to 
deep, preferably with the optional blade 
holder technology NOCK ACTIVE 
SKIN GRIPPER® ASG). 

Production of Scale Ice

In the new scale ice machine series NRE, 
NOCK has brought in its many years 
of rotary evaporator experience from 
the construction of the freeze drum 
skinners. It is designed for the simple 
daily foam cleaning and disinfecting as 
is done on other butchery equipment, 
without the cumbersome dismantling 
of the water tank.  The drive, electrical 
system and piping are accommodated 
in the housing separated from the ice 
production. The air flow of the unit is 
not on the ice discharge side. 

www.nock-gmbh.com

NOVELTIES AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS FROM NOCK

Hall 8.0 Booth E48
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Perfect belt geometry 

Excellent conductibility 
of temperatures

Effortless cleaning in compliance 
with strictest sanitary standards

Berndorf Band GmbH 
E: band@berndorf.co.at
T: +43 2672 800 0 
www.berndorfband-group.com

Steel belts for the meat industry

Steel Belts | Belt Systems | Service
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With its extensive expertise in agricultural 
processing and food ingredients, ADM 
offers a broad portfolio including 
functional, textured, fibrous (Textura® 

Fibrous soy) and organic soy proteins. 
The applications cover meat extensions 

such as chicken ham, kebab and meatballs 
as well as vegetarian meat alternatives 
like cold cut veggie ham, meat free 
nuggets and pulled pork analogue. As 
basic ingredients ADM’s fibrous and 
functional soy protein concentrates (e.g. 
Arcon ranges) deliver cost-effective 
solutions and are available both as a 
powder and as textured pieces.

 PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Textura® Fibrous
• Unique textured soy piece for a wide 
variety of meat free applications

Specification
• Clean flavor profile
• 68% protein

Arcon T
• Textured soy concentrates

Specification
• Mainly used in multiple meat free 
applications
• Available in flakes, mince or chucks
• 70% protein
• Clean flavor profile
• Excellent texture      www.adm.com

ADM FOOD CREATIONS: PLANT-BASED. PROTEIN PACKED. AND DELICIOUS.

Hall 12.1 Booth B71

With its comprehensive product portfolio 
and technical solutions to design authentic 
flavour profiles for various meat and 
savoury applications, the flavour and 
seasoning expert MANE will showcase a 
whole range of innovations for the market. 
The PURE CAPTURETM portfolio covers 
a wide variety of natural proprietary 
extracts, flavours and flavour blends which 

allow the formulation of high-performing 
flavour profiles in accordance with stringent 
regulatory and economic requirements. 

However, the producer’s application 
expertise goes far beyond aromatic 
ingredient solutions. The holistic approach 
from MANE comprises a whole range 
of manufacturing issues, such as creating 
the right texture, enhancing visual aspects 
or prolonging shelf life. The SENSE 
CAPTURETM line provides concrete 
remedies to sensory challenges such as 
achieving a natural umami taste, reducing 
salt or replacing yeast.  The company´s 
experts will also demonstrate a variety 
of masking solutions and offerings for 

better mouthfeel, and will be presenting 
its blends for reducing or eliminating 
E-Numbers. Also on display will be a 
wide range of dry and liquid marinades.

Eric Davodeau, Savoury Category Director 
at MANE, states: “To better provide 
360° services for the meat industry, 
MANE has established its own Meat 
Centres of Excellence in a number of 
countries. Our experienced colleagues 
there offer targeted solutions in terms 
of customised product development, 
implementation and legislation. 

www.mane.com

AT THE HEART OF TASTE EXCELLENCE

Hall 12.1 Booth D31

Prosur believes that all-natural positioning 
and authenticity are key drivers for 
consumers to buy meat products. They 
push for healthier foods with fewer 
ingredients that are natural and truthful, 

and this is where Prosur steps in. The 
company understands the challenges 
of today’s market and helps redefine 
the paradigms of food production.

The mission of Prosur is to obtain the essence, 
the best of nature to create food solutions 
that meet the needs of today’s customers.

Over the last fifty years, the company 
has created a powerful balance between 
experience, expertise and innovation. 

Prosur’s food scientists combine the 
essence of the Mediterranean lifestyle, 
nature’s best and their know-how in 
biotechnology to develop natural plant-
based ingredient solutions for meat, 
poultry, seafood, dressings& sauces and 
meat alternatives that help to create 
safe and flavourful foods with a clear 
and honest label.

www.prosur.es

PROSUR AT IFFA 2019. GET IT NATURAL. TRUST YOUR LABEL

Hall 12.1 Booth D39

Source: 
stock.adobe.com/ExQuisine
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As the meat industry is constantly challenged to 
reduce costs and squeeze profitability, there is no 
better time to explore the benefits of automated 
packing systems and understand how readily-
available technologies, such as Krehalon’s Shrink 
Bag Replacement (SBRTM) concepts, can help 
reduce labour costs and improve efficiency.

Over the last decade Krehalon have focused on 
developing automated Shrink Bag Replacement 
(SBRTM) solutions that challenge traditional 
thinking and offer superior operational efficiency 
through cost reduction and pack differentiation. 

At IFFA 2019, Krehalon will showcase their 
Formshrink® automated films with particular 
focus on whole chicken packing – utilising 
thermoforming and shrink film technology to 
replace manual e-bagging processes. A number of 
case studies showing cost reduction and material 
usage savings will be presented for Krehalons 
SBRTM concepts – Fomrhsink® and FlovacTM.

Krehalon has positioned itself as the “Seal of 
Quality” in the shrink barrier film and bag markets. 

At IFFA 2016, the company launched the 
revolutionary Secondary Seal Technology 
(SSLTM), aimed at addressing the Fresh Meat 
industry needs for minimising blood drip in 
packaging and achieving the perfect ‘skin tight’ 
pack, preserving product quality through shelf life. 

At IFFA 2019 Krehalon will launch the next 
generation of shrink barrier materials: the 

PACKAGING AUTOMATION, COST REDUCTION 
AND IMPROVED SEALABILITY – KEY FOCUS FOR 

KREHALON AT IFFA 2019

Hall 11.1 Booth C21

www.multipond.com

MEET US –  
AT IFFA 2019
in Frankfurt am Main from May 04 - 09, 2019  
Hall 11.0, Stand D 36

MULTIPOND Weighing Technology and multihead 
weighing systems stand for maximum accuracy, 
performance and reliability.

new SSLTM Plus special sealing 
technology, which offers: a) further 
control of blood in meat packs, 
from advanced secondary sealing 
materials including fat adhesion, b) 
reduction in odour from vacuum 
packed meats, and c) improved 
presentation through shelf life, 
with packed products remaining 

firm with no bag relaxation. 

This new product will be supported 
with an independent case study for 
retail & commercial Lamb meat 
where all these benefits are proven. 

www.krehalon.com
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Friedr. Dick offers a complete system of hardware, 
software and tools for the seamless and fully 
automated traceability of the deployed tools and 
quality guideline documentation. The need for 
manual marking, testing stages and time-consuming 
monitoring procedures can thereby be eliminated.

The unmanned tool dispensing system for 
safe, fast and efficient supply of goods and 
tool management via an RFID tool dispensing 
cabinet is new at Friedr. Dick. The tools can be 
quickly removed via the tool dispensing cabinet, 
while the automatically opening doors provide 
quick access. Operation is easy and intuitive. 
Product dispensing is done following employee 
authorization via a PIN or an RFID card. With 
the RFID tool dispensing cabinet, the tools are 

available to employees at all times. The work 
process can now be designed in a more efficient 
manner, thereby lowering processing costs. At 
the same time, supply security is ensured for 
the required tools. 

For sensitive products, employees can be blocked 
using the “Knifeinspector” software. There are 
now available various connection options for the 
software to the company network or an ERP 
system; the software is network compatible. 
There is constant data matching via the RFID-
reader integrated in the dispensing cabinet, so a 
current shopping cart can always be retrieved.

With the tool dispensing cabinet, there are 
no more tool shortages, since even in the 

RFID-SYSTEM: NEW TOOL DISPENSING CABINET FOR AUTOMATED 
TOOL MANAGEMENT, CLEAR ALLOCATION AND TRACEABILITY

Utilising renewable resources such as 
fully printable recyclable paperboard 
to replace plastic and thinner materials. 
Mondini has reduced plastic content of 
the package by up to 80%.

The company delivers matching performances, 
optimising design with product dimensions 
and unique engineering technology 
with our PLATFORMER®, Darfresh® 
on Tray and Zero® MAP technology.

Developed in response to customer 
demands to improve sustainability 
of the tray sealer technology without 
reducing the benefits.

This has been achieved through smart 
innovative engineering which allows us 
to produce trays from roll-stock film 
reels at the customer’s factory.

The system cuts precisely the amount 
of plastic needed for each product and 
promptly thermoforms the tray. They 
are filled with product and tray sealed 
immediately improving system efficiency 
and security.

Significant materials savings are 
achieved with wastage below 2% while 
REDUCING the carbon footprint of the 
tray manufacturing and logistics process.

The PLATFORMER® has the flexibility 
to fabricate trays in :

• OFF LINE tray making and stacking 
for feeding directly onto existing customer 
packaging line.

• THERMOSEALER VERSION in-
line fabricating trays directly linked with 
the speed of the Trave® Tray Sealer.

The PLATFORMER® produces quality 
trays which deliver substantial performance 
improvements versus HFFS thermoforming.

www.gmondini.com

[PLATFORMER®+TRAVE PLATFORM® TECHNOLOGY] IS KEY IN 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS.

Hall 11.1 Booth B60
G. Mondini Thermosealer IN LINEG.Mondini Platformer OFF LINE
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Hall 8.0 Booth C54

event of incorrect removal by the 
employee, the removed part is booked 
and assigned to the employee via the 
RFID-transponder. The tool dispensing 
cabinet has an individual arrangement of 
compartments, and so there are various 
cabinet configurations with a maximum 
of 16 compartments available. Through 
a visual sign, the LED-strip beside the 
removal compartments indicates in 
addition where the item to be removed 
is located. One or several tools can be 
removed, all processes and/or removals, 
whether correct or incorrect, will always 
be registered and saved.

High quality tools can often attract 
pilferers. These are most likely to be 
stolen from conventional tool cabinets 
during work shifts without regular tool 
dispensing. 

With the automated allocation of the 
tool upon removal and return, as well as 
the permanent inventory, these incidents 
are a preventative problem of the past.

The RFID system from Friedrich. Dick 
breaks down into 3 components:

Tool Management: Seamless monitoring 
and error-free allocation to persons, groups 
and departments are guaranteed thanks 
to the integrated RFID-transponder in the 
tools. An RFID-reader has no problem 
with the rapid scanning of several tools 
at the same time. Using “Knifeinspector” 
software, the tasks and assignment of 
tools to persons is recorded. An inventory 
overview of tools currently in circulation 
can be viewed with a click.

Quality Management: The powerful 
“Knifeinspector” software delivers various 
statistics and reports and ensures process 
optimization and transparency of operation. 
Another option is a mobile handheld 
device that only takes a few seconds on 
site to determine if only approved tools 
are in use. Blocking tools and quality 
documentation is possible at any time. 

Tool Tracking: User-defined checking 
stations equipped with RFID readers 
can be deployed on a modular basis. 

At a glance, the user can see which 
tools were issued to which employees 
or departments, as well as which tools 
were left at the workplace in defined 
areas at the end of the shift or which 
may have been swapped.

Employees’ awareness levels are raised, 
pilferage rates are reduced and workplace 
safety levels increase. Occurrences of 
damage that can lead to the loss of a 

complete production run or to equipment 
damage are reduced to a large extent. 
Highest degree of safety and complete 
traceability through controlled and 
seamless monitoring of individual tools 
and employees/ departments is thereby 
constantly guaranteed - without additional 
personnel expenses. 

www.dick.de
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Digital change is advancing and 
poses major challenges for 
traditional industries in particular. 

Short-lived trends, changes in the demand 
market, and technical innovations 
are therefore met with an effective 
combination of tradition and progress.

As a globally sought-after partner for 
the production of high-quality and 
reliable machines for meat processing, 
K+G Wetter supplies the right solutions 
for new challenges. The experts develop 
advanced bowl cutters, grinders and 
mixers for the butcher’s trade and 
industry. In this interview K+G Wetter 
managing directors Volker Lauber 
and Andreas Wetter talk about how 
well thought-out and future-oriented 
technologies can make work easier, 
what digitally oriented approaches 
can offer, and where developments 
and trends lie for the future:

Software, documentation and 
networking, but also handling, 
play an important role in 
quality assurance. Where do 
you already offer solutions 
here and where do you see 
the milestones for the future?

Volker Lauber: For several years now, 
we have been consistently pushing 
ahead with digitisation. Our concept 
is based on two pillars: error-free 
production and complete documentation. 
The CutControl software package 
controls the machine. We attach great 
importance to intuitive and thus simple 
operation, also taking into account the 
shortage of trained workers. CutControl 
can also compensate for fluctuations 
in quantity and product properties, 
which can occur more frequently in a 
craftsman’s business, within a certain 
framework. Just like managing directors 

a specialist would do it manually. The 
goal is a faultless production process 
in the real production environment. 

CutVision runs on a central server and 
automatically reads all data from the 
machine and stores it in a structured 
manner. The production data of 
individual batches or a quantity of 
batches can be easily controlled at 
any later point in time. Combined 
with modern touch displays that have 
long become standard in everyday 
life, machine operation is fun. And 
fun at work avoids mistakes. We are 
delighted to have received a number of 
innovation awards, which impressively 
confirm our concept.

For the future, we see the necessity 
of aggregating all data available in 
a production process and evaluating 
this data intelligently as the basis for 
efficient production control. For this 
purpose, all machines of the different 
production steps must communicate 
with a higher-level instance. This, in 
turn, can only be carried out in a 
meaningful manner with the help of 

uniform, standardised protocols. In 
food processing, the Weihenstephan 
WS-Food Standard and OPC-UA in 
particular have established themselves 
as those to match. We can match both.

Energy efficiency is an 
important issue for economic 
processing. Where do you 
see the greatest potential in 
technologies?

Andreas Wetter: The use of energy-
efficient drive components is mandatory 
today, but high energy efficiency 
throughout the manufacturing process 
is still a choice. We see the greatest 
efficiency potential in the further 
development of components relevant 
to the shredding process, such as knives, 
cutting sets and meat worms. In most 
cases, the improvements are not visible 
at first glance. In a car, a high kW 
number is stylish and increases the fun 
factor when driving. It is comparatively 
easy to shred materials at high speeds. 
However, our aim is to process as large 
quantities of material as possible gently, 
with a limited number of kW. We 

K+G WETTER: TRADITION IS MAKING PROGRESS
REGARDING INNOVATIVE MILESTONES AND THE FUTURE 

OF MEAT PROCESSING

Managing directors Volker Lauber and Andreas Wetter
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measure efficiency according to the 
ratio of throughput to energy input. 
The fun factor then also comes when 
looking at the energy bill.

Hygiene and cleaning are 
central factors in meat 
processing. You have already 
delivered some strong solutions 
here, such as the VCM 120’s 
design and, for example, the 
consistent sloping surfaces.

Volker Lauber: Ultimately, hygiene and 
cleaning is a subset of product safety. 
This is extremely important to us. This 
is an issue important to us and which 
we are consistently driving forward 
with innovations. For example the “Easy 
Access” on our angle grinders: The grinder 
funnel can be opened in a flash with 
a handle. The machine is easily and 

fully accessible in an unprecedented 
way. The cleaning is super easy to 
carry out and the result safe to control. 
There are no more badly visible areas. 
No climbing aids or additional tools 
are required. There’s no reason for 
bad cleaning any more. The cleaning 
team can then do their job intuitively 
and correctly, and perhaps with more 
motivation. After all, as consumers, 
we all want safe food on our plates. 

The food culture is changing 
in some markets, making the 
processing of vegetables and 
vegetarian products more and 
more interesting. How do your 
high-tech solutions support the 
needs here?

Andreas Wetter: Our origin clearly lies 
in meat processing. Meat, as a very 

high quality and very demanding 
foodstuff, has always determined our 
strategy. Keywords are value creation, 
product improvement, hygiene, energy 
efficiency and product safety. Without 
exception, these terms are associated 
with high expectations and standards. 
Because they are very demanding, 
the standards also apply to the 
processing of vegetables, vegetarian 
foods, sweets and fruit, to name just 
a few examples. The requirements 
are therefore not very different at all, 
although sometimes product-dependent 
technical adjustments are necessary 
in order to achieve the best result. 
We have a wealth of experience in 
this field.

www.kgwetter.de
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The story of the soybean plant 
is bittersweet. There is a huge 
discrepancy between soy protein 

for feed and soy protein for human 
consumption. The collective soy industry 
is now growing so rapidly that managing 
its supply chain sustainability is becoming 
equally urgent. Without sufficient 
soybeans, the world will not be able 
to sustain its current meat production 
for human consumption. 

The global demand for soybeans 
is not slowing down anytime soon. 
The harvest of this commodity crop 
was 370 million metric tons in 2018, 
compared to 270 million metric tons 
in 2012 and 130 million metric tons in 
1996. As a result, soy crop cultivation 
is now spreading from the Amazon 
to the Cerrado region of Brazil. The 
latter region is home to some 5 percent 

of the world’s biodiversity, while the 
aggressive forest destruction is spreading 
to Argentina and Paraguay’s Gran 
Chaco. 

Increasingly, premium food brands 
need to consider the heavy footprint 
of commodities such as soybean and 
palm oil. It is clear that the environment 
and the economy are on a collision 
course when deforestation, wildlife and 

the impact on indigenous communities 
play havoc with the need to grow 
crops to supply food -and in particular 
meat- to the world’s tables.

As the second most widely used 
oil in the world, global agricultural 
production of soybean oil is predicted 
to grow significantly to provide edible 
oil and livestock nourishment, not to 
mention the use of biofuel that utilizes 
the crop to produce an alternative 
to fossil energy. Unfortunately, the 
soybean harvest negatively affects 
biodiversity, as well as impacts natural 
resources and habitats. In Germany, 
for example, a consumer revolt against 
soy protein is mainly based on the 
avalanche of news reports associating 
soy production and the destruction of 
the Amazon rain forest. It will be a 
main challenge to preserve increasingly 

scarce resources, including land and 
clean water. Preservation is not just 
a matter of sustainability but also a 
matter of protecting a rapidly growing 
global population.

Despite the huge growth of the soy 
crop earmarked for animal feed, the 
growth of soy protein for human 
consumption has stalled in recent years. 
The decline of the rather negative 

consumer perception regarding soy 
protein and its micro-components 
such as isoflavone phytochemicals (i.e. 
phytoestrogen, genistein) is caused by 
the many conflicting scientific research 
studies, as well as multiple propaganda 
campaigns by the soy protein industry 
to tout the health benefits, such as 
reduction of PMS and menopausal 
symptoms, heart health, and some 
hormonal-induced cancers.

The Struggle to Understand

Legacy food companies like Kellogg’s, 
Unilever, KraftHeinz, and Nestle 
struggle with changing consumer taste, 
health, and environmentally driven 
expectations. The move to “green and 
clean” labeling is another emerging 
negative for soy protein ingredients. 
Knowing that almost all soy protein 
ingredients –including soy protein 
isolate- are extracted using hexane is 
the main reason why formulated food 
products are switching to “clean and 
green” pea or rice protein ingredients.

To consumer perceptions, the soy protein 
market has become a subject of what 
is good and not good to eat. There is 
a widening gap between perception 
and scientific reality of soy proteins. It 
is somehow disappointing to see that 
soy protein companies with considerable 
financial funding, technical expertise, 
and market know-how have not been 
able to develop a better image and 
consumer perception. At the expense 
of the soy protein-formulated products, 
there are now an increasing variety of 
non-soy plant-based foods, including 
cereal protein selections sourced from 
pea, rice, oats and barley.

Regardless of the current negativity 
towards soy and soy protein ingredients, 
the pendulum will ultimately swing 

SOY PLANT PROTEIN REVISITED
By Henk Hoogenkamp
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back and normalization will kick in. 
Whichever way the plant protein 
options are looked at, there is little 
doubt that the soybean is by far the 
most efficient plant source of high 
quality oil and protein. Considering the 
burgeoning global population as well 
as the need to deliver healthy dietary 
choices, soy protein will be essential as 
a major supply chain contributor for 
food availability and security.

Soy and the Ecosystem

Clearly, the upside of soy is that the 
crop contains the highest protein and 
oil content. The downside is that soy 
has only four main harvest regions - 
US, Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay 
– mostly due to climate restrictions. 

Europeans eat an average of 61 kilos 
of soy per year, mostly embedded in 
meat and dairy products. Soy cultivation 
can have an irresponsible impact on 
the ecosystems of the Amazon, the 
Cerrado, and the Atlantic Forest. 
Since 1990, soy has undergone one 
of the greatest expansions of any 
global crop and has grown from 17 
million hectares to 49 million hectares 
in 2018, mostly on land converted 
from natural ecosystems. Increasing 
meat consumption is the main driver 
of soy farming expansion. Depending 
on geographic region, a staggering 75-
95% of the world’s soy crop goes into 
animal feed. Well over 90 percent of 
the soy imported into Europe is used for 
livestock feed. To make matters more 
complicated, there is the ongoing heated 
GMO debate, though there are clear 
signs that there is a change of focus 
towards ecological sound sustainability. 
In particular, the German consumers 
have shifted blame and now voice their 
frustration towards soy related products 
to the destruction of wildlife habitat 
and the increase of greenhouse gases.

Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay 
together supply 73 percent of the EU’s 
soybean. In 2018, some 24.8 million 

tons of soybeans were imported into 
the EU, but less than 3 million tons 
were produced within the EU borders. 
In other words, it is estimated that 
about 16 million hectares of land are 
required outside the EU to feed its 
livestock sector, which is equivalent 
to approximately 90 percent of 
Germany’s entire agricultural area.

Local EU Soy Farming

Ideally, soy and other leguminous crops 
should not be grown in monocultures 
and a diversity of varieties should be 
part of the scheduled annual plant 
rotation, while avoiding or minimizing 
the use of artificial pesticides. Going 
forward, the EU is likely to boost the 
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amount of soy grown regionally in 
Central and Eastern Europe and 
reduce the dependency of imports 
from South and North America.

There are positive signs that the EU 
is increasing domestic production of 
plant proteins, including soy. Yet, 
the reality is that the EU is only 
5 percent self-sufficient with an 
annual production of 2.8 million 
metric tons of soybeans. As diets 
shift towards more flexitarian and 
vegetarian eating, food companies 
can now look towards sourcing 
regionally harvested non-GMO 
soy; to be used in the rapidly 
increasing portfolio’s of plant-based 
meat products.

Because of the heavy deforestation 
issues, soybean supply chains 
have come under severe scrutiny. 
Equally on the radar screen are 
the huge palm plantations in vast 
areas of Malaysia and Indonesia’s 
Borneo. Subsequently, traceability 
and regionalization of soybeans 
will become of key importance 
for premium branded foods such 
as Alpro’s (Danone) soymilk and 
the growing popularity of plant 
meat foods.

To ease consumer concerns, it will 
be crucial to shorten the supply 
chain to limit the transport footprint, 
as well as avoid reputational risks 
and social media backlash by the 
millennial consumers. After all, GM 

soy issues, health concerns related 
to soy’s genistein estrogen facts 
and fiction, and deforestation are 
topics premium branded food and 
beverage companies rather avoid 
to publicly discussing. Instead, 
companies using soy proteins 
rather tout the green credentials 
to create positive marketing 
awareness.

Public Relation Nightmare

An issue that continues to bother 
the soy plant protein industry is 
how to successfully separate public 
image and awareness of soy 
protein in formulated processed 
meat products and its upscale use 
in health food and nutraceuticals. 
Even though the processed meat 
industry is by far the largest 
category user, US soy protein 
companies go to great lengths to 
de-emphasize their association 
with their biggest market. They 
specifically focus on high-profile 
applications of soy proteins in 
products like nutri-bars, diet formulas, 
soy-based beverages, and infant 
food. In truth, the processed meat 
industry is not only considered a 
marginal business but also viewed 
as a potential public relations risk. 
Obviously, the US soy industry 
does not want to be associated with 
another “meat scandal” that surfaces 
as Breaking News. To top it off, 
marketing the same ingredient at 
vastly different prices to different 

market segments in the Internet age creates 
more questions than answers.

It is clear that traditional marketing communication 
–including public relation press releases- are 
losing their power to educate most of the 
supply chain, including the consumers. The rule 
of thumb is that the higher the price of a food 
or nutraceutical ingredient, the greater the risk 
and volatility of the external competitive threats. 
Specifically, companies with few ingredients 
in their portfolio are vulnerable to changing 
consumer perceptions and expectations. Even 
sound scientific health evidence is not enough 
to control the demand.

Industry observers partly attribute negative 
messaging as to why North American meat 
processors have not fully embraced functional soy 
protein. There is some truth to that observation 
because, even with the impact of food/feed/
fuel competition, lean meat is still an affordable 
premium protein source that consumers in 
affluent societies can afford.

For many formulated foods, soy plant protein 
has become a marker for cheap, highly processed, 
artificial, and thus, unhealthy products. For 
applications in processed food and meat products, 
the collective soy protein industry must go back 
to the drawing board to design a new platform 
of consumer education and communication. 
The main mission to accomplish is to improve 
its lackluster reputation and image. Modern 
consumers are truly confused about the barrage 
of touted soy health benefits, which has resulted 
in a public relation nightmare. It will take much 
effort to win back the trust of the consumer. 

The US-dominated soy protein industry 
brought much progress to the global food 
and meat processing industry. Unfortunately, 
in the never-ending push to create new soy 
protein applications (and heavy bonuses for 
its management), the leading soy companies 
did oversell the science and were not really 
honest about the limitations of the science. It 
has been a sobering thought that quite a few 
soy health FDA petitions were withdrawn to 
avoid further public embarrassment.

Over the years, the soy plant protein industry 
bombarded its consumer base with too many 
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conflicting health messages while loading up 
meat products with excessive amounts of soy 
protein inclusions in developing countries. Soy 
has never been very popular, particularly in 
Europe. Also, the pressure on soy protein is 
increasing because people associate it with 
allergies and GMO, the latter still a formidable 
barrier. The zeitgeist has caught up with the 
soy protein industry, and perhaps the answer 
is to look into the growing trend towards 
more natural food and less soy-loaded meat 
products.

By 2020, about 96 percent of all soybeans 
harvested in the US will be of GMO origin. “By 
simplifying the growing of almost unimaginable 
large tracts of crops, especially corn and soybeans, 
GMOs have become an indispensible crutch 
for the fertilizer- and pesticide-dependent 
monoculture that is wrecking land and water 
and generating the execrable excess of corn- 
and soy-based junk food that is sickening the 
population and decreasing life spans” (Mark 
Bittman, NYT, Sep. 3, 2016).

New biotech soybean varieties were introduced 
to the US farmers in 2017. These latest seeds 
are a welcome bonus for farmers to stay 
profitable - after having struggled against a 
three-year slide in major crop prices - spurred 
by good weather and significant harvest gains. 
The influence of ongoing trade disputes, for 
example, the export of US-origin soybeans and 
white soy flakes to China, is unpredictable. All 
of these variables combined have translated in 
cheaper agricultural prices of commodities and 
ingredients, much to the chagrin of farmers.

Allergen-free Soy Protein?

Soybeans are known to contain specific 
proteins that cause allergic reactions or inhibit 
the absorption of other nutrients –the so-called 
anti-nutritional proteins like trypsin inhibitors 
and lectins (=carbohydrate-binding proteins). 
Humans and some animals have intolerances 
or sensitivities to these proteins.

There is some light at the end of the tunnel now 
that new varieties of the soy plant have been 
developed with low levels of anti-nutritional 
and allergenic proteins, which will also allow 
the elimination of the need for heat treatment, 

normally applied before using raw 
soybeans. These new null gene-
manipulated soy species could 
significantly reduce or eliminate 
the number of intolerances of 
allergic response in both humans 
and animals (Schmidt, M et al. 
Plant Breeding (2015-134: 31—315).

Soy Ingredient Properties

Besides the health benefits of many 
protein ingredients, proteins are also 
greatly in demand for their ability 
to texturize, emulsify, gel, foam, 
stabilize, and provide structure. 

Protein ingredients are either 
of animal or plant origin like 

cultivated algae. Innovative protein 
ingredients, usually the result of 
separation and purification from 
their original native source, are often 
additionally treated with enzymes. 
This is done to influence or modify 
specific amino acid sequences 
to obtain certain organoleptic 
and performance characteristics. 
All proteins are composed of a 
sequence or building blocks of 
amino acids, which determine a 
protein’s physical like molecular 
size and charge, solubility, as well 
as isoelectric point. The specific 
protein’s isoelectric point is the pH 
at which the molecular charge is 
neutral and therefore no longer 
soluble in water-based solutions.
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Protein remains the cornerstone 
for most food and meat formulas. 
Being complex and intriguing, they 
will provide both challenges and 
solutions for innovative research and 
development. In formulated foods, 
proteins are usually part of a complex 
matrix of other macro-components 
such as fat, carbohydrates, fiber, and 
flavors. The interactions among these 
components ultimately deliver the 
desired product attributes. Different 
amino acids produce different results 
and, with all things being equal, can 
directly influence the desirable end 
product specifications.

Soy Usage

Globally, about 70 percent of all 
functional soy protein ingredients are 
used in formulated meats. However, 
the dynamic growth of soy protein 
sales in the 1990s has considerably 
slowed down. Part of the declining 
growth curves has been caused by 
the unrelenting drive by some soy 
protein companies to increase inclusion 
levels in meat products. The high soy 
protein levels reached a point at which 
consumers simply tuned out because 
of the “adulteration” of classic products 
like hotdogs and bolognas.

Because of the avalanche of soy 
protein propaganda, other valuable 
types of plant proteins have been 
somewhat snowed under. However, 
the tide is changing rapidly especially 
with pea protein, potato protein, and 
rice protein successfully carving into 
the soy protein market. Specifically, 
the recent surge of protein and rice 
protein ingredients has become a 
formidable competitor on the soy 
plant protein market.

Manufacturers of functional (plant) 
protein ingredients are facing price 
pressure from all directions. Over the 
years, it has become increasingly difficult 
to position a new functional ingredient 
and to sustain price margins. . 

Follow the Lead

The US, German and UK soy food 
market has been in a downward spiral 
(or even-keel at best) since 2008. The 
decline of soy’s market domination has 
been especially noteworthy since 2013, 
when the trend for “green and clean” 
labels set in, and has been picking 
up speed ever since. The stagnation 
of the soy food market is explained 
by the economic recession and the 
strong tendency of consumers to turn 
away from the soy health messaging 
propaganda. However, soy foods and 
soy protein should not be written off. 

On the contrary, the category is here 
to stay, albeit in a different capacity. 
We must accept the fact that the main 
interest in soy protein is related to its 
cost structure compared to meat, egg 
and dairy proteins. The cost advantage 
is the most important key benefit of 
soy protein, not its perceived health 
benefits. Typically, plant protein 
prices follow dairy protein prices. For 
example, if whey protein concentrate 
prices decline, so will soy protein prices. 
The reverse is also true, although 
with less negotiating 
power since there are 
still some dairy protein 
applications such as 
infant nutrition, medical 
foods, coffee creamer, 
and premium cheese 
analogs that are out 
of reach for most –if 
not all- plant protein 
ingredients.

Soy Protein and 
Water Use

S e p a ra t i n g  t h e 
components using a 
variety of technologies 
like crushing, solvent 
extraction, aqueous 
extraction, and dry 
fractioning makes 
soybean derivatives, 

like protein, oil and fiber. In basic terms, 
the soybean is crushed and subjected 
to hexane solvent extraction to remove 
the oil, which yields defatted soy flour 
(50 percent protein). The defatted soy 
flour or soy flakes still contain soluble 
and insoluble carbohydrates and fibers. 
Most, if not all, of today’s soy protein 
manufacturing is made from the soy 
powder or soy flakes to manufacture 
soy protein concentrate (65 percent 
protein) and soy protein isolate (90 
percent protein). Worldwide, some 
1.5 million metric tons of soy protein 
concentrate and soy protein isolate are 
produced (2018), excluding the quantities 
used for animal feed consumption.

Using hexane and chemicals like 
hydrochloric acid (HCl) as processing 
aids will likely become a target for 
discussion, now that an increasing number 
of consumers prefer naturally-derived 
formulated foods and ingredients. In 
addition, the traditional manufacturing 
process of soy protein ingredients cannot 
be considered ecologically friendly 
when taking the amount of clean 
water needed. For example, it takes 
about 30L of clean water to produce 
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1 kg of soy protein isolate. Hence, 
it can be expected that innovative 
alternative technologies will become 
available to manufacture soy protein. 
Dry fractioning is such a method, which 
separates particles and allows the plant 
protein bodies to be kept intact while 
using high-speed airflow to separate 
components based on size and density.

Hexane-free and Organic

There is an emerging trend and 
growing demand for hexane-free 
processed soy protein ingredients. To 
be specific, applications in nutri-bars 
and nutraceutical foods often require 
hexane-free soy protein. It will be 
interesting to see if the large soy 
companies will react to these market 
dynamics eventually give in to these 
specific processing requests. 

Hexane-extracted soy protein is banned 
in organic formulated foods. Ever since 
the popularization of “natural” and 
“clean-label” food and meat products, the 
presence of soy protein has become a focal 
point of consumer purchasing resistance.

The need for hexane-free soy protein 
ingredients is created by specifically 
formulated foods sold through distribution 
channels like Whole Foods (an Amazon 
Company). On the heels of hexane-free 
soy protein come acid-wash free soy 
protein ingredients. One step further 
is the demand for organically grown 
and processed soy protein isolate. 
Examples are non-GMO organic 
expeller pressed soy protein. This 
market remains rather fragmented 
and will probably not make it beyond 
a few thousand metric tons, at best.

Clean Soy Protein Isolate

Nearly all conventional soy protein 
ingredients –including soy protein 
isolate, soy concentrate and soy flour 
have undergone hexane processing. 
Hexane is a by-product of gasoline 
refining and the chemical is a cheap 

and efficient method 
to extract oil from the 
soybeans. 

The Centers of Disease 
Control and Prevention 
(CDC) have classified 
hexane as a neurotoxin 
and hazardous air 
pollutant. Unfortunately, 
the FDA does not 
require food and meat 
companies to test their 
products when foods 
contain soy protein 
ingredients. The huge 
drive to natural and 
clean-label foods has 
opened the doors for 
hexane-free soy protein 
ingredients.

The US market for soy 
protein ingredients used 
in branded formulated 
foods has considerably 
declined. Instead, pea protein is used, 
however this rapidly developing market 
is often unable to meet the demands. 
The millennial consumer, in particular, 
is turning away from purchasing soy 
protein formulated foods, including the 
plant meat vegan choices. To offset 
the negativism, the legacy soy protein 
companies like ADM and Gushen 
(China) have developed hexane-free 
“clean soy protein” ingredients. Gushen 
is spearheading these changes and now 
has the world’s largest hexane-free soy 
production facility in full operation.

Many legacy food companies have 
seen the writing on the wall and are 
actively engaged in reformulation 
projects whilst contemplating to switch 
to hexane-free “clean soy” or use a 
substitute like pea protein ingredients. 
These applications include plant meat 
“vegan” foods, textured crunchy 
protein crisps for nutri-bars, infant 
formulations, and (sport) nutrition 
beverages. These formulation changes 
come at a cost, which will drive-up 

the price of clean-soy protein isolates 
by some 40 percent.

Soy’s Non-Allergic 
Alternatives

Now that innovative all-natural pea 
and rice protein ingredients have been 
introduced and widely accepted, it 
is expected that these proteins will 
further strengthen, especially due to 
superior taste and hypoallergenicity.

Approximately 1.5 percent of North 
American adults and 6 percent of 
children below three years old have 
food allergies, prompting US and 
EU authorities to develop legislation 
mandating allergy-warning labels on 
foods. Theoretically, all protein-containing 
foods can cause an allergic reaction. 
Many people without clinical symptoms 
can become hypersensitized when 
an offending protein triggers an IgE 
antibody response. Every subsequent 
re-exposure increases sensitivity until 
a full-blown allergy develops.
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Most people outgrow their food 
allergies, except for peanuts, fish, 
and shellfish, which often provoke a 
life-long allergy. There are indications 
that a growing number of people are 
developing soy allergy sensitivities.

An anaphylactic reaction is a severe 
allergenic response that occurs when 
the body’s immune system overreacts 
to a particular allergen. Food, insect 
stings, medications, latex, and other 
substances may cause these reactions. 
There is strong medical evidence 
that food allergy is increasing among 
Western populations.

Allergy: Not an Afterthought

These days, both the FDA and USDA’s 
Food Safety and Inspection Service 
are taking food allergies much more 
seriously. The FDA has identified nine 
food categories that account for more 
than 90 percent of all food allergies.

Concern over food allergens makes it 
difficult for soy to be considered the 
lead protein in sensitive applications. 
Soy proteins, at inclusion levels from 
1 to as much as 12 percent, are 
often the dominant ingredients in 
processed meat and meat analogs. In 
South Africa, an inclusion level of 10 
percent soy protein in hot dogs is quite 
normal. The food legislation in South 
Africa allows soy protein to count as 
part of the minimum meat protein 
requirements. In a veggie hot dog, a 

soy isolate inclusion level of 10 percent 
is typically needed to simulate meat 
texture and appearance in conjunction 
with wheat-gluten. Also, soy protein-
formulated weight management foods 
contribute to increased intake that can 
ultimately cause allergy (symptoms).

Top Nine Food Allergens:

• Peanuts
• Soybeans
• Milk proteins (casein)
• Eggs
• Seafood (fish, shellfish)
• Sesame seeds
• Tree nuts 
(almonds, cashews, hazelnuts, 
pecans, walnuts, pine nuts)
• Wheat
• Sulphite

Sharing the Limelight

Soy protein has dominated the plant 
protein category for many years. As a 
matter of fact, the term “soy protein” 
was changed to “vegetable protein” 
to address the negative consumer 
perception of soy in the early 1990s. 
Although the market domination by 
soy protein regarding quantity will 
not change soon, soy must share the 
limelight with emerging plant proteins 
like rice protein, pea protein, and potato 
protein. In particular, pea protein isolate 
has become a formidable competitor 
and is now regarded as a premium 
alternative in the upper echelon of 
applications including nutri-bars and 
premium plant meat foods.

The demand for vegan, vegetarian 
and flexitarian foods show no sign 
of slowing down. Since 2010, the 
image of veganism has obviously been 
undergoing radical change, and more 
consumers associate a vegan and/or 
vegetarian lifestyle with wellbeing, 
fitness and health. Plant proteins are 
on the upswing and the number of 
consumers that are switching to a 
plant-based diet is accelerating with its 

demand growing, especially attracting 
millennials in affluent markets.

An increasing number of consumers 
prefer convenience foods whilst still 
insisting on the use of natural and healthy 
ingredients. This has created a growing 
demand for natural yet functional, 
ingredients with superior flavor and 
nutritional profiles. Hypoallergenicity 
has become a strong driver for food 
formulation change, prompting some 
companies to eliminate soy protein 
ingredients from processed foods and 
replace it with pea protein, rice protein, 
hydrocolloids and dietary fiber.

There are interesting new alternative 
plant protein developments ahead, 
including lentil protein flour, oat 
protein, hemp protein, coffee flour, 
lentil protein, fruit protein, “mushroom 
(shiitake)-infused hydrolyzed protein”, 
and rapeseed (canola) protein. For 
the soy protein industry, it will be 
important to see this emergence of 
alternative protein sources as a vehicle 
to collaborate, rather than consider these 
plant proteins as competitive threats. 
When everything is said and done, the 
little soybean remains a powerhouse of 
high-yielding oil and protein for mass 
market appeal, profitability, efficacy and 
performance which oftentimes makes soy 
protein the most logical way forward. 
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Norwegian company MatBørsen AS 
(www.matborsen.no) was founded 
in 1994 by Freddy Henriksen and his 
two sons. Building on their previous 
success in meat products, they decided 
to switch to the growing segment of 
ready meals. Today, one of the sons, 
Dag Freddy Henriksen, is still running 
the company. Since 2012, his son 
Freddy André Henriksen, grandson 
to the founder of MatBørsen, holds 
the position of Controller, making him 
responsible for finance, purchasing 
and project management. As such, he 
is strongly involved in the company’s 
new investments. We talked to him 
about a click-on soup tray that was 
launched at Meny retail stores in 
2017, for which MatBørsen invested 
in a line solution primarily based on 
SEALPAC equipment.

Investing in Growth

In the year 2001, MatBørsen moved 
to its current production site in 
Stokke. Since then, business has been 
on the rise. Turnover went from 
20 million Norwegian Kroner in 
2001 to approximately 650 million 
Norwegian Kroner in 2018. Last 
year alone, MatBørsen’s production 
volume grew by 35%. In 2012, 
NorgesGruppen ASA took over the 
company. Freddy André Henriksen: 
“This takeover gave us the muscles 
to grow. As a result, we have been 
able to invest around 130 million 
Norwegian Kroner in equipment, 
including the new line for our click-on 
soup tray.” Nowadays, MatBørsen 
employs 230 people, but it still has 
the atmosphere of a family-owned 
company. In its central hall, the first thing 
one notices is this slogan: Good taste 

and a simpler everyday life by being 
the best in what we do. It describes 
MatBørsen well: the company’s key 
success factor is producing homemade 
ready meals with high-quality 
ingredients. Henriksen: “We maintain 
our quality by appointing ‘chefs’ in 
the company. These are not real 
chefs, like in a restaurant, but they are 
our company’s ambassadors. Every 
batch we produce must be tasted 
by one of our 20 chefs, which is the 
best quality control we can have!”
 

Continuous Innovation

Next to the homemade products, 
MatBørsen differentiates itself by 

offering flexibility. Henriksen: “We have 
batches of 100 kg, but also produce 
up to 15 tons of a single product. 
Therefore, our equipment must be able 
to handle a large variety of products 
with different outputs. This is unique 
for a mid-sized company like ours.” 
Another characteristic of MatBørsen is 
its high level of innovation. Henriksen: 
“We are constantly developing ready 
meal concepts. In 2017, we introduced 
60 new products at retail in a period 
of just two months. By doing so, 
we want our retail customers to be 
able to distinguish themselves from 
other retailers. Like we have done 
with the click-on soup tray that we 
are producing for Meny since 2017.”

MATBØRSEN AND SEALPAC JOIN FORCES TO 
LAUNCH INNOVATIVE CLICK-ON SOUP TRAY AT 

RETAILER MENY IN NORWAY

Freddy André Henriksen, Controller at MatBørsen AS
Proudly shows the click-on soup tray at the production facility in Stokke.
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First Contact with SEALPAC

In 2009, MatBørsen purchased its first 
SEALPAC traysealer after visiting 
the European Seafood Exposition 
in Brussels. They were looking for 

an efficient line to produce their 
existing range of Fresk & Ferdig 
(Fresh & Ready) meals in two- and 
three-compartment trays. Henriksen: 
“We saw the A5 traysealer at the 
SEALPAC stand and were impressed 
by its flexibility. Owing to the tooling 
quick exchange system, we would 
be able to produce various products 
in different tray formats on a single 
day with limited downtime.” Today, 
MatBørsen has four SEALPAC A5 
traysealers, which can be found in two 
different buildings on their premises. As 
such, Freddy André Henriksen visited 
SEALPAC’s traysealer production facility 
in Oldenburg, Germany, on several 
occasions: “For us, this production site 

accurately represents SEALPAC’s image 
of supplying functional and reliable 
packaging machines at a consistent price.”

In Norway, for its traysealers, SEALPAC 
is represented by the company MPack 

AS, who have been a long-lasting 
partner of MatBørsen. Henriksen: 
“Saeming Myhre at MPack has always 
been an important consultant for us. 
He is not just selling equipment, but 
also continuously suggesting innovative 
packaging systems. Furthermore, 
MPack’s service technicians ensure 
an excellent maintenance of the 
equipment and assist us in optimizing 
our line efficiency. They do that in 
close cooperation with our own in-
house service department.”

Click-on Soup Tray

MPack has a strong record in setting 
up full line solutions for its customers. 

This was proven in 2017 when a 
completely new packaging line had 
to be designed for a click-on soup 
tray. The idea for this tray started in 
2016 at IFFA exhibition, the leading 
trade fair for the meat industry. In 

Frankfurt, MatBørsen encountered 
Naber Plastics, a Dutch injection-
moulding company. In presence of 
MPack, they started talking about a 
possible new solution for their existing 
ready-to-eat soup concept. Until 
then, the soup was supplied in bulk 
to retail stores and served at request 
in individual portions to consumers. 
However, due to the limited shelf 
life, any remaining soup in the bulk 
packs had to be thrown away just 
three days after opening them. In 
addition, at that time MatBørsen was 
only able to package the soup after 
cooling it down for a while, normally 
one day after preparation. The result 
of visiting IFFA 2016: Naber Plastics 

Complete line for click-on soup tray
MatBørsen AS invested in a full line solution primarily based on SEALPAC equipment.
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started designing a two-part soup 
tray while SEALPAC worked on 
the sealing and  technology.

Henriksen: “SEALPAC, together with 
MPack, took up the challenge. During 
this project, our communication with 
them was direct and easy. As an 
example, we wanted the lid of the 
click-on tray not to be fully fixated, 
as it would have to be opened again 
at retail. SEALPAC constructed the 
lidding system in such a way that 
the lid is clicked only partly without 
it coming off during transport or 
at retail.”

Perfectly Synchronized

The new line starts with a SEALPAC 
AS-LS1200 denester that carefully 

places the soup trays onto the in-
feed conveyor, after which they are 
transported to the Leonhardt filling 
system. This is done with SEALPAC’s 

unique Walking Beam system, 
which guarantees the most accurate 
positioning of the trays underneath 
the filling heads. Furthermore, 
after filling the trays with soup, the 
Walking Beam ensures immaculate 
transport of the liquid product without 
spilling over the edge. The trays are 
securely sealed on a SEALPAC A7 
traysealer with 5-impression tooling 
and transported to the lidding section. 
Here, the first SEALPAC DA-M770 
lidding system clicks an empty tray 
onto the sealed soup tray. Shortly 
after that, the second DA-770 lidding 
system places a snap-on lid onto 
the empty click-on tray. Finally, the 
trays go through x-ray inspection 
(Elprom), are labelled from below 
and above (ELS), and placed in 
cardboard boxes by robots. 
 
With the new line, the soup is now 
prepared in a tumbler, pumped into 
a cooling system and packaged at 
4 to 6 degrees after approximately 
one hour. Furthermore, the soup is 
sealed under modified atmosphere 
by adding CO² and reducing the 

SEALPAC AS-LS1200 denester
Carefully places the soup trays onto the Walking Beam in-feed conveyor.

SEALPAC Walking Beam system
Ensures accurate positioning of the trays underneath the filling heads and 

prevents spilling of soup over the tray edge.
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residual oxygen level to below 0.4%. 
As such, it now has a shelf life of up 
to 30 days.

The Story Continuous at Retail

The soup tray is available exclusively 
at the Meny supermarket chain in 
Norway, which has approximately 
200 stores in the country. At the 
supermarket counter, the consumer 
chooses a soup and asks for any fresh 
ingredients that are placed into the 
empty click-on tray. This tray with 
ingredients is then weighed, provided 
with the snap-on lid, clicked onto 
the soup tray and labelled with a 
price tag, so the consumer can pay 

at the cashier. At home, he or she 
removes the top film of the soup tray 
by means of the easy-open peel tab, 
heats up the soup, adds the fresh 
ingredients and boils it for just three 
minutes. With this innovative soup 
tray, MatBørsen allows consumers 
in the Meny supermarkets to make 
an individual choice while offering 
a high-quality meal with optimal 
convenience.

Henriksen: “After introducing the 
new tray, our production volume 
for soups initially decreased, but this 
was the result of less food waste at 
retail compared to the previous bulk 
packs. Now, we are back at our 
normal volume and still growing. 
We are currently producing four 
different soups, where our best-
selling product is our delicious fish 

SEALPAC A7 traysealer
Securely seals the soup trays under modified atmosphere for optimal shelf life.

Double SEALPAC lidding systems
Click an empty tray onto the sealed soup tray, and then provide this empty tray 

with a snap-on lid.
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soup. We produce 50,000 trays of 
that soup per month.”

Paper-based Trays That Reduce 
Plastic Waste

Always searching for new ideas, 
MatBørsen also became interested 
in the Halopack concept for another 
of its ready meal lines. Halopack 
trays are based on cardboard, but 
have a plastic inner layer that can 
be separated from the cardboard 
for easy waste disposal. Henriksen: 
“This idea also started at IFFA 
2016 exhibition, where we saw the 
Halopack trays in the supermarket 
section of the SEALPAC stand. 
We were immediately drawn to 
its exclusive image and branding 
opportunities by being able to print 
the cardboard all around. In fact, it 
was only later that we realized the 
plastic reduction compared to the 
tray we used before.

With the Halopack tray, we now 
save around 8 tons of plastic waste 
per year. Overall, by moving from 
cold to hot filling and by applying 
new packaging formats, we have 
been able to significantly increase 
the shelf life of our products while 
reducing plastic waste by up to 120 

tons in 2018. Although we see the 
demand for plastic reduction picking 
up in Norway, we always have to 
consider shelf life before moving to 
new materials. Drinving from our 
facility in Stokke to the North of the 
country is similar to driving from 
Stokke to Rome! Therefore, we will 
always have to weigh the improved 
sustainability against shelf life and cost.”

Space for Improvement

When it comes to the company’s 
plans, Freddy André Henriksen is 
very clear: “With the current growth 
rate and the already limited space 
in our factory, we need to place a 
new building between the current 
production halls that connects both 
of them. By creating more space, it 
may also become possible to pre-
package the click-on tray with fresh 
ingredients here in the factory. In 
any case, we expect our company 
to show a steady growth in the 
coming years and may well need 
some more SEALPAC lines.”
www.sealpacinternational.com

Click-on soup tray at the Meny supermarket
Consumers are able to make an individual choice for a high-quality meal 

with optimal convenience.

Ready meals in sustainable Halopack trays
Based on cardboard, but with a separable plastic inner layer for 

easy waste disposal.
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In the run-up to the trade fair, we 
interviewed Richard Clemens, 
General Manager of the Food 

and Packaging Machinery Division of 
the Association of German Machine 
and Plant Manufacturers (Verband 
Deutscher Maschinen und Anlagenbau 
– VDMA), about food safety issues.

The manufacture of safe 
and hygienically acceptable 
products is a matter of top 
priority in the butchering 
and meat processing trades. 
Year on year, recalls of 
foodstuffs are on the 
increase in this industry 
too. Where do most of the 
dangers spring from?

Micro-biological contamination, 
foreign bodies, inadequate labelling, 
together with violations of limits with 
regard to controlled and banned 
ingredients are, according to the 
German Federal Office of Consumer 
Protection and Food Safety (BVL), the 
most common sources of complaint. 
Subsequent investigations have 
almost always thrown up the same 
picture, namely that the causes can 
be overwhelmingly traced back to 
human negligence, less frequently to 
technical failure. And, unfortunately, 
there are black sheep in every sector, 
who deliberately flout the legal 
regulations with thoroughly criminal 
energy, in order to gain advantage 
for their business. In effect it amounts 
to food fraud.

How can we exclude the 
risks of microbiological 
contamination – or at least 
reduce them?

The meat-processing industry remains 
heavily dependent on manual handling. 
As a result, people continue to be the 
greatest hygiene risk as far as the 

transmission of germs throughout 
the value-creation chain is concerned. 
Principally in areas where there is 
direct contact between the workforce 
and the products. An important step 
towards greater food safety, therefore, 
is to replace manual activity with 
automated processes as extensively 
as possible. One example of this is 
the fully automated portioning and 
insertion of fillets, steaks and cold 
cuts into the packaging by means of 
dispensing units and industrial robots.

Reducing human input into 
the process is one approach. 
What technical measures 
can be taken, in addition, 
to avoid contamination of 
meat and sausage products 
from microbial germs?  

First and foremost, consistently 
applied hygienic design of appliances, 
apparatus, machines and plant is 
absolutely crucial in maintaining 
hygiene. The basis for this is formed 
in statutory regulation, such as the 
machinery guidelines and food 
hygiene regulations, as well as the 
recommendations in the guidelines 
set out by the EHEDG [European 
Hygienic Engineering & Design 
Group]. These prescriptions are aimed 
at essentially constructive measures. 
It is all about avoiding dead spaces, 
undercuts, depressions and crevices, 
because that is where the remains 
of products are most likely to collect 
and provide the ideal breeding 
ground for microbial infestation. 
Hygienic Design is, however, also 
about making machinery and plant 
cleaner-friendly, so that they can be 
cleaned more easily, more thoroughly, 
more quickly and in a way that is 
more sparing of resources. It also 
involves ensuring that cleaning 
materials and disinfectants can drain 
off unhindered.

Foreign bodies in food are 
also often the cause of 
recalls. To what extent can 
these be prevented with 
the technologies that are 
available today?

Contamination with foreign bodies 
in meat and sausage products can 
occur anywhere along the entire 
production chain. From a broken knife 
in the cutting room, for instance, or 
an overlooked screw or sealing gasket 
during unplanned maintenance or 
repair work. Other sources of this 
kind of contamination are material 
failure and bits of the machinery 
or plant breaking off as a result of 
wear. Foreign bodies can be picked 
up by means of an inspection system 
with, say, metal detectors or X-ray 
equipment. Metal detectors are an 
efficient and cost-effective way of 
picking out ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals, as well as plastics or plastic 
film containing metallic powder, in 
both food and packaging. More 
frequently than metallic foreign 

FOOD SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES FOR SAFER FOOD

Richard Clemens, 
General Manager of the Food and Packaging 
Machinery Division of the Association of 
German Machine and Plant Manufacturers
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bodies, however, it is things like stones, 
glass, bone or plastics that appear in 
products. And this is where X-ray 
technology can be used, as it offers 
a broad spectrum of tests for almost 
all types of foreign body. Used in 
combination with weight checks, it is 
possible to monitor several criteria at 
the same time in both packaged and 
unpackaged foodstuffs. So that, as 
well as contamination through glass, 
stone, ceramic or metal particles, 
aberrations with regard to completeness, 
weight and adequate quantity or 
correct shape can also be identified. 
In practice, we link both monitoring 
systems to a rejection system, in 
order to remove contaminated 
or deficient products from further 
processing stages automatically. 
Constant documentation of the 
data that results from checks and 
measurements constitutes a major step 
in the direction of traceability and a 

valuable aid to identifying the source 
of faults in the production process 
and putting in place appropriate 
remedial action.

But all these measures 
do not protect us against 
food fraud. How can 
manufacturers ensure 
greater food safety and 
authenticity in this area?

That requires an extensive catalogue 
of measures. Over and above the 
requirements for self-monitoring 
outlined above, a universal, digitalised, 
tamper-proof traceability system needs 
to be put in place. Furthermore, we 
need to establish regularly documented 
assessments of any weak points, 
together with risk analyses specifically 
with regard to dangers posed by food 
fraud. These need to be implemented 
along the entire value-creation chain 

from raw material to end product, 
in conjunction with the appropriate 
HACCP concepts. This also requires 
very close cooperation, based on a 
relationship of trust, with official bodies, 
testing and certificating bodies, as 
well as research institutions. Another 
component of the guarantee of greater 
food safety and protection from 
food fraud is technological analysis. 
Traditional analytic procedures are 
too complicated, laborious and, 
above all, time-consuming. The fight 
against food fraud, on the other hand, 
demands flexible, sufficiently accurate 
and above all rapid testing methods 
that are mobile and can be used 
continually in-line. One example of 
this is non-invasive NIR spectroscopy. 
Quality and identity of goods delivered 
can be monitored in a few seconds 
as they are checked in, even with 
products packaged in glass or trays.

www.iffa.com

CAN YOU SPOT A BONE? 
SensorX can!
Marel’s SensorX advanced X-ray bone detection 
system automatically identifies bones and other 
foreign objects in chicken meat, resulting in the 
lowest false positive rate in the market while 
ensuring food safety and premium product.

• Increase the value & safety of your product
• Reduce bone claims
• Improve monitoring & control
• Reduce labor costs 

Contact us to find out more: 
+31 485 586 111
info.poultry@marel.com  

marel.com/sensorx
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Concerns over cross contamination 
on production and packaging lines 
are mounting following a spate of 
deaths linked to unlabelled allergens 
in food products. Food and ingredient 
manufacturers and packers are realising 
that the stakes for undeclared allergens 
infiltrating supply chains are too high, 
particularly where free-from foods 
are concerned. 

As this state of heightened awareness 
sets in, there is increasing interest in 
the hygiene credentials of packaging 
equipment. Switching from a dairy to a 
dairy-free product, for example, requires 
complete and thorough changeover 
and washdown procedures to avoid 
even a trace of cross-contamination.

ILAPAK has just launched a new ultra-
hygienic bagmaker and flow wrapper, 
both of which are compliant with the 
USDA’s strict sanitation performance 
standards. This project has enabled us 
to identify the design principles that 
need to be adherred to if equipment 
design is to support the food industry’s 
increasingly rigorous approach to 
cross-contamination avoidance. 

Mind the Gaps

Any joints should be fully welded 
rather than spot welded and there 
should be no plates against plates or 
joints against joints. If it is unavoidable 
to have, for example, two plates next 
two each other, it is preferable to 

insert a spacer so that any product 
will fall straight through the machine 
rather than getting lodged in a crevice. 
An example of this might be where 
the guarding is bolted to the main 
machine frame or where there are 
cross members on the machine. 

Bits, Bolts and Blind Holes

There shouldn’t be any threads sticking 
out from bolts or any blind holes. Any 
holes should be drilled right through 
so that there are no recesses where 
dirt can build up. 

Strategic Slopes

Where possible, surfaces should be 
sloped not flat to prevent debris from 
accumulating. On ILAPAK’s machines, 
all top surfaces are inclined (so that 
factory personnel can’t leave objects 
on top of machines), and all tubes 
and bodywork are inclined.

Extreme Finishing

All film and product contact parts 
should have ‘extreme’ finishing and 
guarding should be constructed from 
material that is highly resistant to harsh 
cleaning detergents.  ILAPAK’s USDA 
compliant machines go through a 
passivation process after welding. This 
seals the porous stainless steel surface, 
creating a super-smooth finish. 

Open Frame Design

Historically, FFS machines were closed 
frame in their design - in other words, all 
electrical and mechanical components, 
motors and drives were housed within 
a box or frame. The closed frame design 
can lead to product or liquid getting 
trapped in the closed box - a breeding 
ground for bacteria. In 2007, ILAPAK 
was one of the first to introduce an 

open frame VFFS, and two years 
ago, applied this design principle to its 
HFFS series. Essentially, on an open 
frame machine, the only enclosed 
space is the electrical cabinet. The rest 
of the machine is open, which means 
product debris falls through the machine 
rather than getting stuck and that 
accessibility is much better for cleaning. 

Removal of Parts

On ILAPAK’s machines, the forming 
tube is mounted on a swivel arm for 
easy removal, reducing changeover 
downtime and increasing machine 
efficiency. This also means that the 
operator can remove the forming 
tube out of the way of the discharge 
conveyor and pick it up without any 
tripping hazards.

Fan Cover Design

Motors and gear boxes usually have fans 
on them, which creates a contamination 
hotspot as product can fall into the 
fans and collect. ILAPAK uses motors 
which are sealed to IP66 or 67, with 
some motors up to IP69k rating, 
preventing ingress of product and 
enabling full washdown. 

ILAPAK’s Vegatronic 6000SD 
incorporates all of these features, 
which makes for a USDA-compliant 
system that is extremely quick to 
clean, yielding dramatic reductions 
in operating costs and increases OEE 
(Overall Equipment Efficiency).

www.ilapak.co.uk

UNDECLARED ALLERGEN AVOIDANCE BY MACHINE DESIGN
By Tony Mcdonald, Director of Sales And Marketing at Ilapak Uk  
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Nutrition and food are significant parts 
of our daily routine and essential for 
our life. Based on this, Berndorf Band 
Group provides tailor-made solutions 
for the food industry and optimizes 
integrated production processes. Using 
the latest generation of production 
technologies, the leading provider 
supports companies all over the world 
to work efficiently and optimize their 
processes to produce food products 
for daily use.

Represented with sales offices all over 
the world, Berndorf Band Group 
produces premium-grade steel belts 
and offers comprehensive solutions 

for steel belts and belt systems that 
encompass engineering, services and 
customer care. The wide-ranging 
solutions are incorporated in production 
and conveying processes found in every 
industry. Thanks to a longtime experience 
and the close cooperation among the 
companies of the Berndorf Band Group, 
the company delivers fully customized 
process systems on a global scale.

The technologies offered by the 
group of companies set international 
standards. Thanks to its expertise 
and a wealth of experience built up 
over more than 90 years, numerous 
well-known manufacturing companies 

choose Berndorf’s high-quality belts 
and innovative belt systems for their 
production facilities. Berndorf Band Group 
supports manufacturers at every step of 
the value chain. Its highly experienced 
experts work closely with customers 
to build up the optimal parameters 
for individual production processes.

Berndorf Band Group manufactures 
steel belts of high quality for the 
processing of foodstuffs and luxury 
foods which possess properties capable 
of withstanding the high mechanical 
and thermal stress to which they are 
exposed. These premium-quality belts 
retain their flatness and shape even 

at fluctuating operating temperatures 
and a high number of load cycles. 
The production of top-quality steel 
belts is possible thanks to the group’s 
continuous investment in research and 
development. The total solution provider 
develops ideas and innovations for their 
clients. In collaboration with various 
research institutes and universities, 
they are constantly in search of the 
latest trends and inform themselves 
worldwide about potential new 
markets in which steel belts can be 
used. In addition to steel belts and belt 
systems, they also offer corresponding 
worldwide service and repair. With 
a huge sales and service network all 

over the world, the company offers 
customers specially developed service 
equipment for the repair of steel belts.

A significant advantage for the use of 
steel belts in the food industry is that 
Berndorf belts are easy to clean and 
satisfy the highest sanitary standards, 
which is an essential and very important 
point in the food sector. The smooth 
and abrasion-resistant surface keeps 
fibers and remnants of fat from lodging 
in the steel belt, reducing the need for 
cleaning agents and therefore help to 
save time and money and protect the 
environment. Another recommended 
option to ensure exact and reliable belt 
running is the installation of Berndorf´s 
specially engineered belt tensioning and 
tracking systems. After subjecting the 
machine to a thorough inspection by 
one of their experts, the Berndorf Band 
Group will assemble the most suitable 
system and install it within a few weeks.

With a global reputation of being a 
leading full-service provider for steel belts 
and belt systems, Berndorf Band Group 
offers belt systems and components for 
various applications that are geared 
towards optimizing production and 
conveying processes. The company 
has a worldwide service network and 
offers steel belts, belt systems and 
special developed service equipment 
for steel belt repairs. Berndorf Band 
Group bundles its strengths around 
the globe to create more efficient 
corporate structures and advantages 
for customers. With convincing quality, 
they have established themselves  as 
one of the leading suppliers worldwide. 
As a consistent and reliable partner, the 
company offers customized solutions 
for steel belts and belt systems.

www.berndorfband-group.com

HIGH-END STEEL BELTS FOR THE FOOD INDUSTRY
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Heightened demand for hygienic, 
secure and innovative packaging 
that not only improves product 

longevity, but increases its retail shelf 
appeal by delivering good product 
visibility, is leading to significant uptake 
in top seal and flow wrap machines 
by food suppliers. Rise in demand for 
these speedy automated packers has 
resulted in British-based case loader 
specialist Brillopak designing two end-
of-line systems that can keep pace.

Recent reports hint that the food wrap 
packaging market in both developed 
nations and in emerging economies will 
witness new investments and growth 
opportunities. The flow wrap packaging 
market is anticipated to grow at a 
significant pace by 2027 . Similarly, 
the global tray seal segment is set to 
experience an estimated 6% CAGR 
during 2018 to 2022 . This growth is 
driven in part by rising demand for 
modified atmosphere and vacuum 
packaging. As a result of faster flow 
wrap and top seal machines, food 
suppliers are increasingly requesting 
automated case loading machines that 
can match these rapid line speeds. 

David Jahn, director at Brillopak 
suggests that both segments look set 
to dominate the future packaging 
agenda due to their sustainability 
credentials. Purportedly, top tray seal 
options can reduce the volume of 
packaging materials by over 30%, 
while polypropylene film, the most 
common used film in overwrapping 
and flow wrapping has less waste, 
and can be recyclable too. 

It’s a Wrap!

Flow wrap machines can be found in 
most food factories. Many high street 
chains and supermarkets now make 

it their preferred packaging for hard 
fruit. Because the machines envelop 
and seal each product individually, 
it’s often the packaging of choice 
for bakeries, fruits and vegetables, 
confectionery - including chocolate, 
biscuits, cheese portions and even 
large and irregular shaped meat and 
poultry joints.  Heat, or increasingly 
ultrasonic, is used to seal each pack.

Offering the flexibility of horizontal 
and vertical flow wrapping, it is not 

uncommon for machines installed 
in food factories today to generate 
in excess of 100 packs per minute, 
claims David. 

With packs emerging from the 
wrapping machines at such speed, 
pick and place robotic case packers 
are invariably deployed on the end 
of the line to gently place products 
into distribution and retail cases in 
a controlled manner. Suction-style 

end effectors are frequently used, 
as these can better accommodate 
the irregular contours of flow wrap 
packs, and adjust swiftly to any size 
or weight of packs.

Brillopak’s approach to vacuum handling 
is different to others in the industry 
in that the company uses cups with 
independent vacuum generators as it 
offers greater control over the picking 
and placing operation. Brillopak expects 
to see new applications emerging in 
the next few years. 

To automate the case loading of 
flow wrapped products, Brillopak 
recommends integrating a single 
pick system, as tests have proven 
it’s the safest and fastest method to 
deliver good presentation and avoid 
packaging and products getting 
damaged before and during transit 
to retailers. One system can also 
handle multiple product types and 
place into crates in multiple patterns, 
giving packhouses greater flexibility. 

“Traditionally, to achieve anywhere 
close to 100 packs p/m in case loading, 
machines pick layers or rows of 
product,” David explains. “However, 
this method tends to use mechanical 
devices such as belts and turners for 
collating products. This means more 
moving parts; more opportunities to 
damage the fresh produce items, e.g. 
apples, and more line stops. These 
frequent line stops have a significant 
impact on line efficiency and ultimately 
bottom line profit.”

Brillopak’s solution is the P160 Unipicker 
dual robotic case loading cell. Two 
three-axis robot spider arms individually 
place each pack one by one gently 
into a retail crate. The cell can also 
accommodate a four arm delta robot. 

SEALING THE FUTURE FOR AUTOMATED TRAY 
AND FLOW WRAP PACKING

Brillopak’s P160 can handle multiple SKUs 
and can load 100 flow wrap and VFFS 

packs p/m into crates
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The cell’s compact footprint, 3.2 metres 
by 1.5 metres, makes the P160 an 
estimated 15% smaller than any other 
dual robot layer-based automated 
handling system currently on the 
market. For optimal efficiency, the 
cell can be integrated with a Brillopak 
crate destacker and palletiser. 

Top Seal Packaging Gaining 
Popularity

Developments in peel and reseal, 
combined with an estimated 30% 
saving in plastic packaging materials 
and rapid advances in sustainable 
and compostable containers, means 
that top seal technology could soon 
overtake more wasteful clamshell lids. 

Already popular with UK supermarket 
consumers, top seal is reported to 
extend shelf life by protecting  against 
microbial spoilage. This is especially 
beneficial for perishable items like 
soft fruits and vegetables, as well as 
meat and fish. 

Top seal technology is already widely 
used in ready meal manufacturing, 
plus soft fruits, such as blueberries, 
grapes and strawberries. Additionally, 
it’s popular for the packaging of 
ready-to-eat salads, vegetable stir fry 
packs, and individual snack portions 
like nuts and dried fruits.

“Another benefit with top seal with 
the ability to place of all the labelling 
information on the plastic film, helping 

to reduce packaging expenses and 
the use of cardboard wraparounds,” 
notes David. “For many suppliers, 
tray sealing offers better protection 
against leaks, for example ready 
meals, and reduces the chance of 
product tampering.”   

Responding to market requests for a 
versatile, speedy - yet affordable - top 
seal case loader, Brillopak has unveiled 
its latest automated machine. Priced 
from £87,500, the BR Punnet Packer 
Series is capable of loading up to 180 
top seal punnets and top seal trays 
p/m into full and half-sized crates, as 
well as lipped boxes.

The system, which can be interlocked 
with any top seal machine on the 
market, maximises throughput by 
collating product into a full layer, 
lifting and lowering in one seamless 
motion into the crate or box. 

As many of the latest tray seal 
machines handle a wide variety 
of pack sizes and sealing formats, 
the BR Punnet Packer has been 
designed to automatically adjust 
and match these. The system is 
equally adept for loading tray 
sealed vegetables, meats, fish and 
shellfish into containers.  

Future Proofing End of Line 
Operations

To meet the demand and match 
the speed of flow wrap and top seal 
machines, Brillopak’s two systems - the 
P160 Unipick Case Loader and BR 
Punnet Packer Series - offer packhouses 
low cost, small footprint and flexible 
automated solutions. “They are both 
faster and more flexible than any other 
systems on the market,” claims David.

With the trend towards shorter 
production runs, multiple s within 
ranges and mixed cases and pallets, 
chances are, the lines of the future 
won’t be dedicated to a single product 
either. Packaging machinery will 
need to be able to switch frequently 
between numerous different products, 
presenting a challenge for efficiency. 

Both machines are designed to handle 
multiple products and pack types, with 
product changeovers in less than five 
minutes, adds David.  

Given that future proofing is the mainstay 
of every automation project, and in order 
to help de-risk investments, Brillopak is 
offering customers a ‘try before you buy’ 
service on both case loading systems. 

www.brillopak.co.uk 
The compact Brillopak BR2 Punnet Packer 
priced at £87,500, can be interlocked with 

any top seal machine on the market

MARELEC Food Technologies
Redanweg 15 - 8620 Nieuwpoort - Belgium - T +32 58 222 111 - sales@marelec.com www.marelec.com

PORTIO
Intelligent
Portion Cutter

FIXED WEIGHT PORTIONING

IFFA
Visit our booth!
H 9.1   n° C10
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Migration from manual handling practices 
and the introduction of forward-looking 
packaging technology has yielded 
multiple benefits for Sicarev, one of 
France’s leading meat processors. 

The Loire-based business is currently 
processing approximately four percent 
of France’s annual beef consumption. It 
specialises in high quality, ‘Label Rouge’ 
and AoC Quality beef supplied by 
reputable breeders. 

In recent years, a combination of 
dated operational equipment and 
practice, with a heavy reliance on 
manual handling, had impacted upon 
the business’s workforce at its Roanne 
facility. This had resulted in high staff 
turnover and difficulties in attracting 
new employees. 

Philippe Fénéon, Site Director of Sicarev 
explained, “The installation was old and 
not very user-friendly,” he said. “Staff 
faced cold, wet conditions with heavy 
carcass handling. In short, it was tough 
for existing workers and unappealing 
to prospective employees.

 “We took the view that our primary 
focus had to be with the employee. 
We knew that if we created the right 
environment we could build loyalty 
and improve recruitment. Ultimately, 
that would enable us to deliver better 
operational efficiency, but we had to 
get the foundations right.” 

To meet its objective, Sicarev started 
a programme of works to move from 
dated manual operation to a modern, 
fully automated approach. 

The transformation of the packaging 
line has enabled the redistribution of 
production line operatives, reducing the 
physical demands of the job – most 

noticeably in the burden of manual 
handling which was down by two-thirds. 

Single movements were reduced from 
five to two steps. Heavy work was 
reduced from an operator carrying six 
tons a day to two tons, leading to less 
sick leave and increased staff reliability. 

Philippe Fénéon, believes that while the 
fundamental change was in working 
practice and the environment, the 
improvement programme has also paid 
dividends both in the site’s impressive, 
innovative appearance and in operational 
efficiency. 

“As food consumption habits are changing 
we have seen an opportunity to grow 
our market share by focusing on our 
well-established reputation for premium 
meat processing,” he said. “To do so, 
it is important to present a modern 
image to our customers and prospects 
and clearly our Roanne facility is now 
doing just that. 

“But this is not just a cosmetic 
transformation and it is behind the 
scenes that our changes are making a 
big difference,” he continued. 

“Our new packaging solution, which has 
been delivered by established partner 
Sealed Air, not only greatly eases the 
daily work of our operators but also 
brings significant improvements from 
loading to sorting after shrink. 

“The installation comprises two BLM02 
bag loading modules each coupled to 
two VS95TS vacuum machines both 
terminating in a STE98-800 shrink unit 
and EOL automatic product sorting 
after shrink module. 

“Products are automatically transferred 
from bag loading to packaging units by 
two intelligent TRF conveyors.” 

The line has already delivered a 40% 
improvement in packaging productivity. 
Significant upgrades have also been 
achieved in data management. While 
product data was already collected 
through Sealed Air’s PakFormance® 
platform, since the installation it has 
been possible to optimise packaging 
line performances further. 

Philippe Fénéon explained: “The installation 
has been designed to incorporate SEE™ 
Smart Service Link which further 
measures results and predict threats to 
quality and maintenance needs. This 
makes a transition to this connected 
service very easy. 

“Our collaboration with Sealed Air has 
allowed us to improve our operations 
not only at a packaging level but 
throughout the whole factory,” said 
Philippe Fénéon. “It is delivering 
tangible commercial improvements 
to our business, but it is also there for 
everyone to see in our modern and 
productive site at Roanne and, best of 
all, in our operators’ excitement and 
enthusiasm.”

www.sealedair.com

NEW PACKAGING APPROACH IMPROVES 
PRODUCTIVITY AND CONNECTIVITY, 

WHILE TAKING THE WEIGHT OFF STAFF
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Black is no longer the Cinderella of the 
Industry. Thanks to new technological 
advances Detecta by Quinn is about 
to become the new black in food 
packaging enabling the environmental 
benefits of recycling black plastics to 
be fully realised. Quinn Packaging, a 
leading plastic food packaging producer 
based in Ireland, is making black plastic 
food trays fully identifiable in sorting 
systems reducing black plastic waste 
going to landfill.

In short, the manufacturer has addressed 
long standing recyclability concerns 
around black PET food trays with a 
new range of patent-pending black 
plastic trays. 

The result will be to divert thousands 
of tonnes of black plastic from ending 
up in landfill each year providing 
the first real possibility of a circular 
economy for black plastic packaging.

Currently standard black PET trays are 
manufactured using a carbon black 
colour additive. Material Recovery 
Facilities (MRF’s) use Near-Infra-Red 
(NIR) Optical Sorting Equipment 
to identify and sort various plastic 
waste streams including PET plastic.  
The standard black PET trays absorb 
the infra-red beams making them 
invisible to the sorting system with 
the result they cannot be identified 
and removed for recycling. 

The new Detecta by Quinn range 
of black PET trays is, quite simply, 
a technological breakthrough. The 
unique black colour additive makes 
the trays easily identifiable allowing 
for removal in sorting using existing 
NIR equipment meaning black trays 
can now be recycled. 
  
Quinn Packaging partnered with 
Tomra, the leading global provider 
of sensor-based sorting systems, to 

undertake extensive trials to prove 
the performance in challenging sorting 
environments.  Steve Walsh, UK Sales 
Manager at TOMRA, facilitated this 
testing and was impressed with the 
new tray product, he commented: 

 ‘We are delighted to have recently 
hosted Quinn Packaging at our Test 
Centre in Germany where we conducted 
extensive trials using the TOMRA 
Auto-Sort across all sorting situations. 
The results speak for themselves, the 
Detecta by Quinn trays proved to be 
fully identifiable in all respects’.

During the development process Quinn 
Packaging was focused not only on 
providing the market with a detectable 
black PET tray that could be easily 
recycled, but also on producing a PET 
tray that was competitively priced yet 
still blended with over 90% recycled 
material. ¬

Thomas McCaffrey, New Product 
Development Manager at Quinn 
Packaging, explains the importance 
of this product development in the 
context of the wider discussion on the 
recycling of plastic packaging:

‘In the last 12 months we have seen a 
growing desire within the food sector 
to move away from black coloured 
packaging. For Quinn Packaging this 
was short-sighted. If we are serious 
about moving towards a true circular 

economy, where food trays are 
recycled back into food trays, then 
the ultimate packaging colour to 
achieve this is black. The new Detecta 
by Quinn range overcomes the issue 
of identifying and sorting black PET 
trays for recycling and will hopefully 
help the industry to move towards 
a true circular economy.’

Repak who operate the packaging 
recovery compliance scheme for 
Ireland under licence from the Irish 
Government have endorsed the 
Detecta by Quinn product declaring 
it an important breakthrough in 
helping meet new EU targets on 
plastic waste.

Brian Walsh, Packaging Technology 
Executive at Repak, commented:

‘The EU Action Plan for a Circular 
Economy has a recycling target of 
75% for packaging waste by 2030. 
To allow us to achieve this we need a 
collaborative effort from all stakeholders, 
identify where problems exist and 
then work together to bring forward 
solutions. The new Detecta by Quinn 
product is a perfect example of this. 
Quinn Packaging have worked closely 
with both the retail and the waste 
recycling sector to develop a new 
black PET tray that can be recycled. A 
great illustration of packaging design 
for recycling’.

www.quinn-packaging.com

BACK TO BLACK WITH DETECTA BY QUINN
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 ADM WILD Europe GmbH & Co. KG
Rudolf-Wild-Str. 107-115 
D-69214 Eppelheim/Heidelber
Germany
Tel: +49 6221 799 6964
Fax: +49 6221 799 976964
 
Web: www.adm.com

 Berndorf Band Group
Leobersdorfer Straße 26
2560 Berndorf
Österreich
Tel: +43 2672 8000
Fax: +43 2672 84176
Email: band@berndorf.co.at
Web: www.berndorfband-group.com

 BETTCHER GmbH
Pilatusstrasse 4 
6036 Dierikon, 
Switzerland
Tel: +41 41 348 02 20
Fax: +41 41 348 02 29
Email: info@bettcher.ch
Web: www.bettcher.ch

 Friedr. Dick GmbH & Co. KG
Esslinger Str. 4-10
73779Deizisau
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)7153 / 8 17 - 0
Fax: +49 (0)7153 / 8 17 - 2 19
Email: mail@dick.de
Web: www.rfidick.de

 Frontmatec Group
Albuen 37
6000Kolding
Denmark
Tel: +45 763 427 00

Email: jbg@frontmatec.com
Web: www.frontmatec.com

 FRUTAROM SAVORY SOLUTIONS
A.-Schemel Str. 9
5020Salzburg
Austria
Tel: +43 662 6382 1301
Fax: +43 662 6382 808
Email: nina.ferner@frutarom.eu
Web: www.frutarom.eu

 G. Mondini S.p.A.
Via Brescia 5
25033Cologne (BS)
Italy
Tel: +39 030 705600
Fax: +39 030 7056250
Email: info@gmondini.com
Web: www.gmondini.com

 GEA Food Solutions Bakel BV
Beekakker 11, 
5761 EN Bakel, 
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 492 349 349
Fax: +31 492 349 416

Web: www.gea.com

 GLOBALG.A.P. c/o FoodPLUS GmbH
Spichernstr. 55
50672 Cologne, 
Germany
Tel: +49 221 57776 -0
Fax: +49 221 57776 -1999

Web: www.globalgap.org

 Industrial Auctions B.V
Looyenbeemd 11, 
5652 BH Eindhoven,
Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)40 240 9208
Fax: +31 (0)40 240 9209
Email: info@industrial-auctions.com
Web: www.industrial-auctions.com

 K+G Wetter GmbH
Goldbergstrasse 21
35216 Biedenkopf - Breidenstein
Germany
Tel: +49 6461 9840-0
Fax: +49 6461 9840-25
Email: info@kgwetter.de
Web:www.kgwetter.de

 Kancor Ingredients Limited
Bldg. No. 814/C, Near Suburban Club,
Seaport Airport Road, Thrikkakara P.O.,
Ernakulam – 682 021, Kerala, India
Tel: +91 484 3051100
Fax: +91 484 3051121

Web: www.kancor.com

 Karl Tichy Handelsgesellschaft mbH
Salaberg 23, 
A-3350 Haag 
Austria 
Tel: +43 664/4433221 
Fax: +43 7434/44459 
Email: tichykarl@aon.at
Web: www.tichytrading.at

 Klöckner Pentaplast Group
4 Kingdom Street 
London 
W2 6BD

Web: www.kpfilms.com

 Krehalon B.V.
Innovation Drive, Unit 10, IPark Industrial Estate
Kingston Upon Hull, HU5 1SG
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1482 886728
Fax: +44 (0)1482 865280
Email: petya.todorova@krehalonuk.co.uk
Web: www.krehalon.com

 LASKA Maschinenfabrik Gesellschaft mbH
Makartstraße 60
4050Traun
Austria
Tel: +43 7229 606-302
Fax: +43 7229 606-6302
Email: e.hollaus@laska.at
Web: www.laska.at
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 LIMA S.A.S. 
456, route de Rosporden 
Z.I. Guelen - 29000 Quimper 
France
Tel: + 33 (0) 298 948 968 
Fax: + 33 (0) 298 948 969
Email: lima@lima-france.com
Web: www.lima-france.com 

 Marel Stork Poultry Processing B.V.
Handelstraat 3
5831 AV, Boxmeer
Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 485 586 111
Fax: +31 (0) 485 586 222
Email: info.poultry@marel.com
Web: www.marel.com

 MARELEC Food Technologies BVBA
Redanweg 15
8620Nieuwpoort
Belgium
Tel: +32 (0) 58 222 111
Fax: +32 (0) 58 239 280

Web: www.marelec.com

 MESUTRONIC Gerätebau GmbH
Hackenfeld 13
94259Kirchberg im Wald
Germany
Tel: +49-(0)9927 / 9410-247
Fax: +49-(0)9927 / 1732
Email: christian.well@mesutronic.de
Web: www.mesutronic.de

 Micvac AB
Flöjelbergsgatan 10
SE-431 37 Mölndal, 
Sweden
Tel: +46 31 706 12 30

Email: info@micvac.com
Web: www.micvac.com

 MULTIPOND Wägetechnik GmbH
Traunreuter Str. 2-4
84478Waldkraiburg
Germany
Tel: +49 8638 961-110
Fax: +49 8638 961-111
Email: s.zielinski@atoma-multipond.de
Web: www.multipond.com

 Niederwieser S.p.a.
Divisione Food Packaging
Via Zamboni 14
I-41011 Campogalliano (Modena), Italy
Tel: +39 059 852517
Fax: +39 059 527107

Web: www.niederwieser.it

 NOCK Maschinenbau GmbH
Industriestrasse 14
77948 Friesenheim
Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 78 21 / 92 38 98-11
Fax:+49 (0) 78 21 / 92 38 98-18
Email: info@nock-gmbh.com
Web: www.nock-gmbh.com

 Poly-clip System GmbH & Co. KG
Niedeckerstr. 1
65795Hattersheim am Main
Germany
Tel: +49 6190 8886-0

Web: www.polyclip.com

 PRODUCTOS SUR, S.A
Saavedra Fajardo, parc. 27/7
San Ginés (Murcia)
30169 Spain
Tel: +34 968 881 991

Email: info@prosur.es
Web: www.prosur.esWeb: www.bettcher.ch

 REX-Technologie GmbH & Co. KG
Irlachstraße 31 
5303 Thalgau 
Austria
Tel: +43(0)6235-6116-29
Fax: +43(0)6235-6529
Email: office@rex-technologie.com
Web: www.rex-technologie.com

 Schur Flexibles Group
Römerstraße 12
87437Kempten
Germany
Tel: +49 831 56160
 

Web: www.schurflexibles.com

 Sealpac International bv
Langekamp 2
NL-3848 DX Harderwijk
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)341 46 20 30
Fax: +31 (0)341 46 20 33
Email: info@sealpacinternational.com
Web: www.sealpacinternational.com

 SÆPLAST ICELAND EHF
Gunnarsbraut 12
620 Dalvik
Iceland
Tel: (+354) 460-5000
Fax: (+354) 460-5001

Web: www.saeplast.com

 STEEN F.P.M. International
Franse Weg 33
B-2920 Kalmthout
Belgium
Tel: +32-(0)3/665.04.00
Fax: +32-(0)3/665.34.58
Email: info@steen.be
Web: www.steen.be

 VLAM vzw – Belgian Meat Office
Koning Albert II-laan 35
box 50
B-1030 Brussels
Tel: +32 2 552 80 56
Fax: +32 (0)474 24 42 93
Email: michele.stynen@vlam.be
Web: www.belgianmeat.com



PorkBeef

meatinfo@vlam.be
www.belgianmeat.com

The Belgian meat suppliers are amongst the front 
runners when it comes to professional skill. They offer 
you customised service, cut to your specifications and 
with maximum yield. In addition, the fresh meat is 
delivered to you really fast – as you can expect from a 
reliable partner.

The Belgian meat suppliers. 
A reliable choice.
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